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GROUPS 1

ABERDEEN libertarian group. Con-
@QiQiQlEafim&£@w~
ABERYSTWYTH. David Fletcher,
59 Cambrian Street, Aberystw th
£92212?-ii-.E§_1’_1".9.1..1l_Q2E lBELFAST Anarchist Collective E76
Just Books, 7 Winetavern St.
elfast 1. _______;;______

BIRMINGHAM meet Sundays 8.50 pm
at the Fox & Grapes, Freeman St.
or ring Joanna 440 5132 (also
gngrcha Feminist Group} ___
BRISTOL CITY . 4 British Road,
Bristol BS5 5BW
BRISTOL Students: Libertarian
Society, Students Union, Queen's
Rpad Bristol 8_________________
CAMBRIDGE - new contact awaited
CANTERBURY Alternative Research
Group. Contact Wally Barnes,
Eliot College, University of Kent
§§E12£§H£y;_ ______________-u
CARDIFF. Write c7o 108 Bookshop,,

flQ8 Salisbury RQQQ, Cardi f
CHE TENH Anarchists see street
sellers, ll.OO-1.50 Saturday
mpppppggp Boots Cgpner, High_§pL
COVENTRY. John England, Students"
Upion, Univ. of WarwickL_Qpyppppy
DERBY: Collaborators welcome.
Contact Andrew Huckerby, 49 West-
1eigh'Ave., Derby DE5 BBY. tel.
568678. No connection with some
of the grafitti appearing in the
‘t t ‘Ql_l_22Q_£%l_____________________

EAST ANGLI N Libertarians. Martyn
Everett, ll Gibson Gardens,
Sgifron Walden, Essex. ____
EDINBURGH Anarchists meet 8 p.m.
on Monday at First of May Book-
ghppp 45 Niddrie Strepp________
EXETER Anarchist Society, Univ of
Exeter, Devonshire House, Stocker
Road Exeter. _ i
GLASGOW Anarchist Group. Initial-
ly, weekly meetings. For further
information contact John Cooper,
54 Raithburn Avenue, Castlemilk,
§l ¢_*_**_GREENW C & BEXLEY. Any trade
unionists interested in forming a
syndicalist group please contact
John R an 7 Binse Walk SE2 TU
HASTTNHS Ana '"h' t c A . "' 25"‘rc is roup Solst-
ice, 127 Bohemia Rd., St. Leonards

,pp_§ea, Sussex. Tel. O42§ 42Q§§7
HIGH BENTHAM

weeks For details phone 0484-
jgl 6 _Po1 technic Students Union
HULL Libertarian Collective. Pete
QQ£Q§QL_1Q_Pppth St. Hull E.Yorks
LEAMINGTON & WARWICK, 070 42 Bath
§p., Leamington Spa.
LEEDS. 29 Blenheim Terrace,
Leeds 2
LEICESTER. Anarchist group, Lyn
Hurst, 41 Briarfield Drive, Leic-
ester. Tel O555—2l25O (days)
O555—41406O (nights). Bookshop,
Blackthorn, 76 Highcross St. Lei-
cester, tel.O555—2l896. Libertar-

. Ask at the Dragon-
i1 _i___
HUDDERSF LD. Meetings every two

O . P .

1 ' , 6 Beaconsfleld Rd-an Education ' _
Leicester. Tel. O§§§-552085 A

LONDON;
Anarchy Collective, 57a Grosve-
nor Ave,N.5. Tel.559—4794 before
7 p.II1c D u

Freedom Collective, 84B White-
chapel High Street, E.l. Tel.
247-9249 ' I S '
Hackney Anarchists, Dave, 249-
7042 ‘
Kingston Anarchists, 13 Denmark
Rd. Kingston-upon-Thames Tel.
549-2564 ' ‘
London Workers‘ Group, Box W,
182 Upper St., N.1. Tel.249—7042
Love V. Power, Box 77,9, Peace News "
(London office: 5 Caledonian Rd).
West London Anarchists, 7 Pennard
no, W12.
WITVERN E WECEMSTER area. (Jock
"Spence, Birchwood Hall, Storridge,
Malver Worcs.
NIKNUHESTER. c7o Grass Roots [US
-gem Rd, Manchester Ml. ,
MID-SUSSEX Anarchists.Contact Z
Resources Centre, Norfl_'i__l_?oad,_Br__ightoii==__
NEW "AS UP Black Jake,-
c/o 115 Westgate Road, Newcastle N'El

N H M'."'c'7'o"'"'—Mus1u-""_'lUoom, '
Heathcote St (Tel: 582506) or 15 Sooth-
golme Av,» Hvson Green (Tel; 708302], _

LDH M. nyone interested in forming
anarchist group in Olqham area, contact
Nigel Broadbent, 31 Cooke St, Fails-
worth, Manchester. (Activities to be I
decided op f_9rmaJrl0p)- __ ,4, Z _ -__

OXFORD. Danny Simpson, Room 1,
1url_Street Oxford  __
PORTSMOUTH. Caroline Cahm, 25 A
Alban Road, Southsea, Hants._
R-'EAD'Tl.NG University. anarchists
Students Union, Univ. of Reading,
l‘l1.i_m___s__i_’fie1<nihie B:=‘.ei.Il.%i._Be22..1$..e_r._..._..
SAL RD: Movement for Anarchy v
Experimental Group 2. Contact
SNOWY at 22 George Henry St.,
§Ql£Q£i_%;_________ ________
SHEFFIEL Anarchists c7o 4 Have- _
lock Square, Sheffield S10 2FQ
SHEFFIELD Libertarian Society, PO
Box 168, Sheffield S11 8SE. Group;
Sheffield Autonomous Anarchists,
Black Cross Group, IWW, Syndicate
of Initiative, John Creaghe Memo-
i".i_al_.$.9.2ieil;_____.._...__..._...___
SWANSEA. Don Williams, 24 Derlwyn.
*;a.1lian.i._§re12ae.a__._________
.WINDON area. Contact Mike,
Groundswell Farm, Upper Stratton,
_§pindon, Wilts. __ __
WESTON-SUPER-MARE. Martyn Redman,
Flat 5, 25 Milton Road, Weston-
guper-Mare, Somerset. __

FEDERATIONS A

KENT
Ramsgate: Peter Ford, 22 Royal Rd.
Sevenoaks: Jim Endesby, 70 Brad-
bourn Road
NORTH WEST ANARCHIST FEDERATION
c/o Grass Roots, 109 Oxford Road,
Manchester, M1 7DU
Groups are:
Burnley Anarchist Group, 5 Hollin
Hill, Burnley, Lancs.
Lancaster Anarchist Group, 41IMmn
Road, Galgate, Lancaster.
Manchester Anarchist Group, c/o
Grass Roots
Manchester Syndicalist Workers‘
Federation, c/o Grass Roots
(Newsletter & quarterly meetings.
Contacts in other areas.)
IMIDLANDS FEDERATION: Groups in the
Fed. include Birmingham, Corby,
Coventry, Derby, Leamington/War-
wick, Leicester, Nottingham, Shef-
field.

it
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NORTH EASTERN ANARCHIST
FEDERATION. Secretariat: c/o;
Black Jake, 115 Westgate Rd.$
Newcastle upon Tyne NEl 4AG
SCOTTISH LIBERTRRIAN FEDERATION
Contact Nina Woodcock, 74 Arklay
St. (Top R),Dundee. Tel.Dundee
814541 A es ~ s
‘SOLIDARITY‘: a libertarian com— t i
lishes the journal SOLIDARITY for ‘
Social Revolution. Local contacts
Apgpdeen c/o 167 King St.
Qgndee c/o Nina Woodcock, T4 Ark- |
lay St. Dundee. Manchespgp c/o
109 Oxford Rd. Manchester Ml. 4
Qxford c/o 54 Cowley Road. Lgp; ,
don c7o 123 Lathom Rd. London E6
End members in many other towns. .1
ANARCHIST COMMUNIST ASSOCIATION 1
(Organisation of class struggle
anarchists who produce their own
paper ‘Bread and Roses‘. Local
contacts: London: Danny Jakob,
88 Speedwell House, Cornet St.
Deptford, SE8. Birmingham: Bob
Prew, 15 Trinity Ct., Trinity Rd.
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Things have moved on quite a bit in been printed in the Guardian, the NCCL O
the Persons Unknown case. (see Review p has spoken up and Questions Have Been
Section). Best bit of news is that at the Asked In The House.

. am; ,1;-nle : Jim i Pett ' pretrial review on August 16th. Ronan Additional complications have arisen
gsgfiiifi E111 °§‘¢'f,-Elgov-,, Dave oak was finally given bail. He's fine, though because the Legal Aid authorities are
rut hers , 53 0rm'5nde Ave G4. a bit drawn and thin. balking at paying for the detective, so there

The cliunsy frame-up continues on have had to be further court hearings.The
its unsavoury way. As is now widely known judge in question has been concerned about

MEETINGS the police have obtained permission to the way things said in "private" hearings
‘vet’ the potential jurors.(see review seems to get about outside.However, he

EDINBURGH- §§.lL:.,.l-_§__.P._5e’°- $93434 - for details). Not content with the weight has now been convinced that “in chambers“
lgglgglfil-élngilélgalgglg ’R::£_1;:_:°G 11:29 of the bias in their favour, the prosecution is not the same as “in camera“(really). So

. ' - . . ' ding the defence still further.Ap- our intention to reprint a few fatuous re- information The have ra io l 'th h ll am from Waverley are lmpe . . . . ‘ Y _ g C us y agreed‘giidgg figgg Princes street to parently, with only the resources of the marks no longer carries the risk of pro- provide “relevant‘_' mformation. And to
the rally on the Me,,d0wS_ Speeches Special Branch, The Criminal Records secution for contempt.However,sre would give the defence a fair chance (after all,
(Robin Cook MP, Mick McGahey, as Office and the CID, coupled with unlimited like to reassure them all that our contempt this is Britain) the trial has been put back
represent at ive from Danish antl- right of challenge, they still feel a little e is in no way diminished. Y again. It is now three days later, on Sept.20
nuelger Iilevemefii 2 e CH‘-Ifiehtlilemberv msecure.After all the defence will have ""_""""""
E1 H18 18.8. spea. CI‘ Ol’l I'El la lOYl i ' t d t d 1 _

1"aZe1"‘1S),;.E“hib%*‘l°"‘ ‘>3 efirgf ainassleaciiilgngcse. §§in‘fi$“...§r°r§iZS
gggiegliligfii gem, 3’; Ainsfie to have a two week lead, before the defen-
Place, Edinburgh. Te1.051-225 ee setfle l\11'Y_11S_t- _ _
1752.-__..____ ..._. ___ _ _ "

Were you aware that most of the adult
male population of London has criminal
associates?'I‘his is why this jury mast be
vetted. (we are not sure why the simpler
approach of having a female jury was not
adopted)

Anyway, with one thing and another, the
court recognised today (11th) that the de-
fence might be having a few problems, and
as we said above, the Legal Aid people are
a bit worried about those detective bills.
Accordingly, the police are to share them-

Riggmg of ]\.lI‘16S 1S too much for liber-
LONDON ' al opinion, which had managed not to not-

ice the case so far.Newspaper reports ha-
ve appeared, disapproving letters have

Thprs. 4 Oct. at 8.15 pm. ‘Animal
Liberation as opposed to conser-
vation)‘, with Ronnie Lee of ALF
Thprs. 25 Oct at 8_pg ‘The Strug-

Conway Hall was splashed with blood on -
on Saturday night as members of the Bri-

' tish Movement tried to break up the Per-
. - - h '

gle of American Indians against sons Unknown Benefit.About thirty of t em
Uranitmi Mining‘ with Winona La i gathered i“t,h° ba1cony’(.1etermi'ned to a

and wrote a totally muddled" piece on it.
Ironic that this appeared just next to an
analysis of right wing terrorists which .
said that ‘the attitude of the anti-terrorist
squad is that it is a “detective machine,
not a preventive machine“‘What was all
that talk last June about anarchist con-
spiracies being "nipped in the blood"?
Still the Guardian piece had a nice photo
of what appeared to be a procession of
"police with Union Jacks, captioned, “The
right on the march"

The lesson of Saturdays incident is
obvious. If you are holding a public event
then you have to prepared f or trouble.
On the bad side, these people succeeded
in disrupting the Benefit (Crass didn't get
to play).On the good side, a lot of money
was raised.

It is also worth noting that the mange-
ment of Conway Hall continues to insist on
"free speech".They recently hired the Hall
to the National Front, for a "Rock Against

Duke (chairperson of Women of All - Stop C1'a55' the 9119-1'¢h1$t band from P1 Y
Red Nations). mg.From early in the evening it was ob
Both meetings at Dick Sheppard vious that there would be nastiness.Ten
House; 5 Endeleish 3% vL01'1<10I1 W91 sion built steadily.Eventually somebody
iiginigidigg G§§gNPEACE LONDON /r/ o. realised that it was foolish to be selling '

___‘-’*- _: - __..____._._.__._.._.__gum I OCt——-5-—Oberis the moth anni_ 4 mg bottles of beer over the bar.There were
. - y a number of skirmishes then the real

Versa” of the blrth of JOE HILL" trouble broke out at stoic 10.30.In a ser-
ies of scuffles several people were hurt,
some needing to go to hospiital for stitches.
Scalp wounds bleed nastily.From the look
of the floor, someone had bled to death.

A group of British Movement members
have been specialising in this kind of thing.
Their most famous exploit has been the
destroying of the “Sham 69" concert at
the Rainbow. Of course, this more glamor;
ous activity has not caused them to neglect
their steady work of harrassing blacks, Commies" event.
gays etc.The British Movement has been ' ‘ A
gaining strength lately, at the expense of
the National Front, which has flirted with

nity Centre, Mansfield Road, Not- reepeetebility-They have, if anything, even
tingham. Organised by ‘Mutual Aid‘ less political ideas.At this benefit, they 1
.§ could have done more damage as a bloc. Please note t. c o

Would any anarchists in North London " However, they got involved in fights in Saturda S enfwlgngegb , _, _
who would like to form a group contact threes and fours. All bad enough, but they sat Conwiy Font‘) .pm' fibgc Meet1Pg
Allan via FREEDOM were contained to some extent. Later, the at the Roebuck Tottelglmg 9' -' 0 9* S°°19-1
Publishodby v-....1... r...., London :1 police arrived and turned everybody out. v - ’ -" am C°“rt R°ad-. ».......,v..r. ti, v..,..., vs... The poor liberal Guardian reporter Teeredey Sept. 20 Picket for first day of

,..- who happened to be there was horrified t1‘1a1- Old B9-i-1.9? I * '

Celebrations being organised by
London Workers Group and Surrey &
Middlesex Syndicalists. For dams
of plans or to offer participatial
contact London Workers‘ Group,
Box 2, 182 Upper St. London Nl

CEl RAE v ""W A Gl¢.CL. Autumn
programme ‘Human Rights in Contem-
porary Society‘; ‘Heritage in
Buildings‘; ‘Socialism and Femin-
ism in Britain‘; ‘Psychology and
Sociology‘. Details from S.BillsQi
11_ComEton Road, London N.1.
NOTTIN H . 4 October. ‘The Right
to pgt Work‘, speaker Ross Brad-
shaw. In the International Commu-

1
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,1 ' 0Thid article is from the National Cam -P
aign against the Supplementary Benefit
Review. The campaign is broad based
and obviously, given the nature of its
field, reformist. However, as you can
see from this, it is clear sighted. A
number of anarchists are working with
the campaign. They have a good series
of leaflets on different aspects of supp-
lementary benefits, each slanted to a
Particular gmup of victims such as wid-
ows, pensioners, young people. For
these pamphlets and newsletters, contact
Jason Copeland, Flat C, 20 Colviile
Square, London Wll.
 

NCASBR is now eight months old, and in
its short life can claim to have been in-
fluential in getting a lot of individuals and
groups to register their disapproval of
the Review's terms of reference as well
as of its proposals. We have had the ear
of the last government; after initial alarm
and a letter from Stan Orme to the MPs
on the Parliamentary social security
group asking them not to attend our Dec-
ember conference; Orme met us in March
and heard our objections.

Since then a new minority government,
elected by less than a quarter of the Brit-
ish population, has taken office on prom-
ises of tax cuts, public spending cuts,
and is mouthing the stale old mythology
about scroungers we have heard so often
before.

So what should we be doing now
Firstly, the Review itself is by no means
dead. Although we now have it on good
authority that the overwhelming majority
of the 1100 representations that the De-
partment of Health and Social Security
received after the publication of the Re-
view were highly critical if not downright
rejectionist, it still exists as a Pandora's
box of evils for any government to dip
into and produce a punitive act, or even
several acts, each looking innocuous by
itself, but adding up to a -large -scale
erosion of welfare rights. So we have
tp keep fighting the ideas within the Re-
view, and keep going with the work of
thrashing out what we want to see in
place of the current mess. We may have
to campaign for a royal commission to
investigate income maintenance as a
whole, in order to shelve any immediate
ideas the government might have for
implementing Review proposals. We Will
also have to be alert to the necessity to
campaign against any tendency'to erode
the real value of benefits by inadequate-
uprating, or even by not upratlng at 9-11-

But it is clear that we must now take
the argument further. We must fight the
scrounger myth. Wandsworth Rights
Umbrella Group have just published a
pamphlet called "Would the real scroung-

, ers standup" and a leaflet entitled 0

"Social Security: Fact and Fiction", S
which gives the following overnment
figures: in fiscal year 197%? '73, fraud
amounted to about 5p in every £100 paid
out, but for every £100 collected in fis-
cal year 1977/ '78 in tax, a further £3. 60
was dodged. These are the facts we must
unveil.

We must also start attacking the work
ethic head on. With the increasing evid-
ence of serious damage done tot-the planet
by chemical pollution, and the appalling
dangers of nuclear power, it is high time
that people stopped worshipping the great
god WORK and screaming for any job at
any cost, and sta.rted looking at what the
effects of the work done are. There is
nothing sacred about work. If it is good
work and beneficial to the population as
a whole, then let it be done. If it is dam-
aging, then it must be stopped. The dam-
age being done to the only planet we have
makes it clear that humans must now,
and urgently, start taking responsibility
for their actions. This means that gen-
erally we have to start talking sanity in
all quarters.

The debate is clearly about what kind
of society people want. A sane, sensible,
humane one that provides a decent living
for those who through no fault of their
own cannot work, or a vicious, punitive

one that piles up trouble for itself and
spreads suffering. We must tackle all
the issues. That may mean calling our-
selves by a name which reflects a wider
approach than the present one does.

JASON COPE LAND
(Secretary, NCASBR)

i O /

IN RESPONSE to a.n appeal from P1yu-
shch, Grigorenko, and other exiled
Soviet socialists and hmnan rights cam-
paigners for the boycott of the 1980
Moscow Olympic Games, some members
of the Solidarity Group and the Anarchist
Communist Association have decided to
launch a campaign of Direct Action arou- S
nd this issue. We wish to make it e ‘licit
that the solidarity we are demonstrating
is solidarity with the Soviet working cla-
ss and the organisations such as the
Klebanov group, the Leningrad Left Opp-
osotion and the Ukranian Workers‘ and
Peasants‘ Union. We therefore disasse-
ciate ourselves from those on the right,
such as the NAFF, who seek to recupera-
te the struggles of dissidents in the east
for their own ends. We also disassociate

ourselves from those on the left who re-
gard the Eastern European countries as
in some way socialist. This attitude we
feel can only serve to mystify and demo-
ralise the working class and make ineff-
ective a genuine campaign of solidarity
with Soviet workers.

In fighting against the Bureaucracy for
such basic freedoms as freedom of org-
anisation, freedom of speech, freedom
of movement and the right of ethnic min-
orities to self-determination the Soviet
working class is waging the same strugg-
le that the Western working class wages
against its own exploiters and oppressors.
If the outcome of this struggle is to be
successful, socialists in the west are
duty-bound to give what support they can
to their comrades in the east. An integ-
ral part of this support is the campaign
we are now waging. This campaign is
not confined to the British Isles but is
part of an ongoing international campaign
being undertaken by comrades in Europe,
North America, Australia, etc.

We call o_n all bona fide socialists,
libertarians and anarchists in this coun-
try to affiliate to the campaign andto
play an active part in ensuring its success

Further information can be obtained
from T. Liddle, 83, Gregory Street,
Eltham, LONDON SE.9. _

Donations payable to T . Llddle.

AWQWI
055227"

YOUR paper is amazing and pretty inspir-
ing here in the desert. News from Kow-
boy Kountry - two of the five planned
nuclear reactors for the Palo Verde site
west of Phoenix (which would have made
the PV plant the world's largest nuclear
park) were cancelled in late June! Only
three more reactors to go! A demonstrat-
ion is scheduled for Palo Verde on l0
November . . . A Tucson tritium plant
called American Atomics has been poison-
ing Tucson neighbourhoods, making cafe-
teria food radioactive and sterilising p
plant workers for several months. The
plant was finally kicked out of Arizona
in early July, and is reportedly heading
for Las Vegas or friendlier climes

FREEDOM 3

READERS following events at Walla
Walla, where our comrade Carl Harp
and fellow members of the Anarchist
Black Dragon collective have been in
battle with the prison, will be interested
to lea-rn more details about conditions
there. Free Socialist of San Francisco,
in its summer edition, has an article
from the S.F. Chronicle of July 25 in
which the chaplain at Walla Walla tells
of systematic cruelty to prisoners.
There was a similar report in The Guard-
ian which bears reprinting. The original
§5Trce is UPI, Washington:

“The chaplain at the Washington State
Gaol has released affidavits from pris-
oners describing brutality by guards.
The affidavits tell of beatings, milk
served with urine and inmates being
forced to sit for days unprotected in the
sun until their eyes are swollen shut.

"Father Robert Beh said it was only
recently that he realised brutality exist-
ed at the prison in Walla Walla, even
though he has been chaplain for three
years.

“In May, three inmates took hostages
(Carl Harp, Robert Green and Robert
Washburn -eds. ) and demanded to speak
to reporters about conditions inside the p
high concrete walls. During the after-
math, Father Beh watchedas three or
four armed guards bullied naked inmates
around ‘slamming them into the wall,
jabbing them with their sticks, and pull-
ing up on their handcuffs‘.

"He said: ‘That's when I knew there
was some foundation in it‘. Now he brings
handwritten affidavits out of the prison
by hiding them in his mass kit, to try to
convince others on the outside. ‘Brutality
is just the outward physical part of it.
There's something other than that that is
harder to heal“, Father Beh said.

"Inside the prison there are 230 prison-
ers living in the ‘big yard‘ under the
watchful eye of State troopers. They are
the inmates of no. 8 wing - among the

most troublesome prisoners, and many
are doing life. They have been in the big
yard since July '7 when they rioted.

"A noifher 1200 prisoners remain locked
in their small cells with temperatures
reaching 120 degrees. Occasiomlly they
are brought out in small groups for
showers and a few minutes of exercise.

“The prison has been clamped tight
under deadlock since a guard was stabb-
ed to death last month. Relations between
guards and prisoners have deteriorated
since a new, tough-minded warden, det-
ermined to restore ‘security’ to the
prison after years of liberal reforms,
was appointed.

“The prisoners have claimed that a
group of 15 guards repeatedly attacked
six inmates in the segregation unit with
nightsticks and lead-lined gloves. They
said one of the prisoners is now in hosp-
ital after having a nightstick forced up
his rectum.

"Twelve guards, including the presid-
ent of the Guards Union, have been sus-
pended pending investigation.

"A former guard, aged 22, said he
quit because he thought something was
going to ‘come down‘. He said: ‘Tension
was too high and I could see another
Attica revolt".

Carl Harp, who has two life sentences,
became an anarchist in gaol and began
to spread his libertarian ideas to fellowI In
inmates. He became a ‘jail-house lawye
taking up cases for other prisoners. In
Walla Walla he helped form the Anarch-
ist Black Dragon Collective and is also
a member of the ‘Men Against Sexism‘
group which established ‘safe cells‘ for
new young male prisoners against intim-
idation and rape by guards and other
prisoners. (His conviction is connected
with an alleged rape of two women).

A leaflet on Carl Harp, giving more
details about his life and terrible ordeal
is available from Freedom Bookshop.

northward . . .
All of Western Arizona will be a lis-

ing mode for the MIX missile, the new t - . - _ '
Doomsday weapon that is Jimmy Carter's
answer to SALT II. We will be striking
Phoenix-based Goodyear Aerospace and
Motorda Electronics on 6 and 9 August
for their work onMX... _

Navajos in Northern Arizona are org-
anising to kick out uranium and oil min-
ers. United Nuclear Mines spilled 300
million gallons of radioactive water at
Churchrock on the reservation in late
July. Suits are being filed in Washington
to help widows of 25 Navajo uranium
miners dead of lung cancer from Arizona
mines owned by Kerr -McGee (re member
Karen Silkwood?) . . *

No good music in AZ. Where is Pere
Ubu when you need them ?

LOR ING WIR BE L
AZ, USA

ON 15 JANUARY 1978, the Scala night-
club in Barcelona was gutted following a
firebomb attack, resulting in the deaths
of four workers - two from the UGT and
two from the CNT. Immediately, with
the connivance of the police, the press
(including the Stalinist press‘) mounted a
campaign blaming the attack ‘on the CNT,
saying that a commando made up of CNT
members in the FAI and JJLL was res-
ponsible. The FAI was even described
as "the armed wing of the CNT . . . "

As a result of this six CNT members
were arrested, despite the fact that two
of the victims were CNT members - as
are 75 per cent.of the Scala workers. The
six comrades have still yet to be tried,

despite having spent 18 months in prison.
In fact, the Spanish Supreme Court, for
reasons best known to itself, is unable to
decide under which court's jurisdiction
the case falls until September and refuses
to return the six to a Barcelona prison or
to grant bail. The six need economic sol-
idarity urgently for their defence fund.
Contributions can either be sent direct
to account number l-52885 - 01/6 in the
Banco de Europa, Calle Rossellon 214,
Barcelona, Spain, or via Direct Action
Movement (Manchester group), c/o 109
Oxford Rd, Manchester Ml TDU, who
will pass anything received to the defence
committee.

DAVE THOMSON
(SWF/AIT)

PRISO  
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THROUG his father, Theodore Tsouval-
akis managed to get out a letter to us
while in Piraeus transit police station on
the eve of an appeal hearing against the
prosecutor's refusal to allow two defence
witnesses to be called to his trial. Theo-
dore has been sentenced to '7 years‘ and
his brother Nick to 21 -years‘ imprison-
ment on an armed robbery charge.

The authorities have been continually
transferring the brothers from one prison
to another, and they have been separated.
On 19 March Theodore was in Aigina and
on 1'7 April in Halcida, where he was able
to see his brother. Then, on 3 May, Nick
was sent to Heraclion, Crete, and on 2 =
June Theodore was taken back to Aigina.

Theodore writes, "I can say truly that
in Greek mison we are hungry, and we
don't have money to buy fruit etc, as the
fascist prisoners do“. They are being
kept in isolation too. All comrades who
can are asked to write both to Theodore
and to Nick -and help send them news of
one another. Money too, of course, is
needed. The address of Nick's and
Theodore‘s mother (for correspondence,
money, papers etc) is: Maragaki 16, =
102 P. Drapetsiba, Piraeus, Greece.

Nick's present prison address is: o
Allicarnassos Prison, Heraclion, Crete.
And it might be worth trying to write
to him direct. ,

We have also heard from Hrllip Ciristls
who, with Theodore, is in Aigina prison
and who is also in need of letters and
cards from comrades.

IN a series of raids at the beginning of
August, reminiscent of the Franco era,
police arrested several libertarians,
claiming that they were members of an
armed cell responsible for a number of
attacks and robberies in Caialuna,
Barcelona. Police also claim to have
seized arms and explosives in the raids,
but have released little information about
the arrests. .
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4 FREEDOM 1 1

AS IROIVIISED n the last issue, the foll-
owing article will reveal the arcane p
secrets of our paper moduction, gov-
iously known only to an elite few! It is
hoped that this will serve two purposes:-
a) illustrate some of our practical prob-
lems and elicit offers of help, suggestions
‘etc (money ) ~
b) share our experience with anybody
who might want to enter the exciting,
stimulating world of the mass media . . .

At mesent FREEDOM is fortnightly.
It dropped from weekly a few years ago,
for economic reasons, mainly cost of
posmge. It would cost the same to mod-
uce twice as many 8-page issues, but
most of our circulation is by subscript-
ion or by bundles sent to sellers). It is
apmrent that if we despatched weekly,
costs would become umccepiable. How- '
ever, one section of the mper is still
produced weekly, the Review and ‘news’
section altermting.

Production is on a Monday night. The
finished artwork goes down to Ian the
Printer and the final product comes back
on the Thursday. It is then folded and
collated. On alternate weeks it is also
despatched: which brings us back to the
next Review. This means that there are
three main tasks: editorial, production
and desgntch.
Sources Material may come from out-
side, from within the collective, or from
a hybrid source, eg. a specific item
directly solicited from outside by the
collective.

In general the Review presents less
problems. Its nature means that more
forward planning is possible,» and the
articles are generally longer. Pieces
that are not used immediately can be held
over without losing their value, and so
on. This discussion therefore deals more
particularly with the news section, which
contains more and shorter articles which
date quickly. In other words, we begin
each Review with a headstart, whereas
each news section rises out of a prim-
eval void. At bestwe settle down with an
in-tray of articles, letters, mess rel-
eases and the like and decide which shall
go in. We also consider which ‘issues
of the day‘ need coverage and arrange
that the resulting "blend is then moulded
into the FREEDOM which, along with its
Review, hits the stands later that week.
(Full editorial meetings rarely take place
more than once a month; otherwise edit-
orial decisions are taken as we go along).
At worst, members of the collective
write by the column inch, in the middle
of the typing and the inste up. i -

FREEDOM 5

[MR5 557/
J _ ,

“Whatever situation dominates varies
from week to week, Weithink things
have improved greatly,-i but there is still
a definite wave pattern. It seems that
sm'ge's of literary inspiration sweep
through the anarchist movement only to
die down a few months later. Obviously
this is, to some extent, a product of how
much activity is occurring. The editor-
ial collective contains people who are
competent writers. But obviously we
produce better work when we have time, c
and according to our particular interests.
We are sometimes told that if a certain
group of people was ‘given’ the paper
they could produce an issue that would
stun the world. We believe them. We _
could do it oimselves. But not every
fortnight! A 0

7/1'44/M44!  
The Reader's Meeting will oe held at:-
THE ROEBUCK,
TOTTENHAM COURT RD, LONDON W 1
on FRIDAY SEPT.21st. at 7.00pm..

 

Production Nowadays producting a mag-
azine is easy, given certain resources.
You don't need to be in possession of
esoteric trade secrets on ‘justification’
or whatever. The invention that makes
all this possible is the photolitho process.
Basically, instead of setting columns of
metal type, which is a skilled and time-
consuming (and therefore expensive)
process, you produce your copy on paper.
It is then photographed and a metal plate
is produced for the printing machine to
work from. The printer does all this
part. So any group or individual can pro-
duce something. (If they can pay the print-
er).

So what happens The material is
typed up on galleys- that is paper with the
right width for the columns marked on it-
These are then cut up and pasted ‘onto a
larger page, marked accordingly. Simple
black and white illustrations can be past-
ed in directly; glossy, photos need ‘screen-
ing‘ (again, the printer does this, at more
cost). The most crippling part is the
typing. It is best done on a reasomble
electric machine, which has a bolder
face and gives a more even appearance.
(Check a few back issues of ‘small mag-
azines‘; you'll be able to pick out what

W/W5’/(K
with typing have already been documented
in the continuing saga of the 'I‘ypewriter
Fund. (To give an»idea, a machine packed
in again last week. The ‘e‘ wasn't print-
ing and had to be overhauled. Cost £28). '

The layout and paste up is less wearing.
The most time consuming parts are the
headings and the proof reading for mix-
tures. If things are pushed the headings
become rushed and the proof reading
gets rather slack.

Production of an 8-page section re-
quires about six hours‘ typing, which is
too much to expect from one personrin
one evening, on top of a full time job.
The bottleneck here is the most common l
reason for a late appearance of the paper.
The layout takes rather less time, but
is obviously tied to the production of
typed galleys.
How you can help_ If you can type, andif
you can, get in to Angel Alley on a Mon-
day evening. Your Order of Bakunin
Star will be reserved immediately. For
the less fortunate, well we presume that
you can write. You can write about your
activities, your ideas, your anything.
Why not just let us know that you exist,
and comment on the paper! As with so
many things, people tend only to let us
know when they disagree with something.
That's OK, though a bit of praise does
wonders for morale. But whichever it
is, WRITE IT. We need feedback. In the
past pressure of work has meant that 9_i_i_r_
response to mail has been patchy. This
has now been taken in hand, and one of
the collective is making efforts in this
direction. But, please have some under-

6/ '/W4/'1' ””.
I don't know what the circulation of

FREEDOM is at the moment, but I'm
sure most readers would like it to be
larger. General issues concerning the
purpose of the paper will doubtless come '
up at the meeting *”and'I don't want to .
go intruthese much here but instead make
a few points about its style and content.

I prefer the style of FREEDOM to that
of most radical papers - there's less tub-
thumping and sloganising. Nevertheless,
some improvements could be made. It
comes over as quite a cynical paper and
I find guiltily that I often fall into this
style myself (eg. ‘Anti-Nazi Farce‘).
Genuine satire is fine, but a paper made
up entirely of put-downs and bitchery
(sic) would indeed be depressing. I supp-
ose it's up to individuals to write some
sunny articles! A more important point
is language: the best; polemic in the world
is useless if no-one can understand it.
Articles in FREEDOM are usually quite
readable>'(certainly when compared with
the ‘alternative’ jargon of Peace News
or the Marxist jargon of, say, Sartacist
Britain) but articles which need the use
of a dictionary should be avoided. Use of
Iatinised words, jargon or sentences
which look as though they've been tied in
knots just-mean that the writer is being
lazy - it's much easier to write an article
in simple language than it is to read one
in obscure» language.

Content. Here is a break-down of
subject matter in recent issues of FREE -

Summer ‘T8 Summer 79
% %

Industry/Class 16 - 10-2  
British State & Police 12.3 9.1
Foreign States & Police 14.4 8.1
Feminism/Sexpol 1 2.5

’ ‘ Racism/NF » 3. 6 3.2standing. We are under pressure. And,
after all, we are talking about answering Prisons 1 . 5 4. 4
letters, not just ser:ding‘out.acknowledge- E 10
ment slips. j -

You could help in distribution. Again,
if you can get down here (on Thursday
evening this time) you could help fold and
despatch. If not, you could take a bundle,
sale or return. Sell to your friends, B9-
neighbours, in the street, factory, office, p other
pub. Small newsagents will often take
the paper (at a discount of a third).
Try yours; we would post you a bundle,

ou would drop it in and collect unsold
Zolllles and money. E”

£2?/1724M‘—_]--
”/E6i¢4Wu//6-firm

Our apologies to Colin Mackay, f
inadvertently re -naming him Chris in
Letters, last issue

co gy 13. 8 13. 1
Children/Education 0 0, '7
History 10. 6 1 1 . 8
Anarchist Theory

& Or nisation 10,9 19
16.8 18. 5

SORRY; On the front of the Review
Sect1o'n the names of Taff and Ronan

,_are transposed. The Special Branch
must be getting quite confused by now.
A while ago a Dutch paper carried a
picture of a member of ‘Freedom’
collective chatting to Iris, and labelled

has been done on a manual). Oin- problems 'Ronan~ Bennett‘ ,
4

DOM. I admit the classification into sub-
jects is a bit rough and ready but it was
the only method I could think of.

The main ~point that "should bebornein
mind if we are going to decide on some
general priorities for subjects is how rel-
evant they are to most people's lives.
Other points are important to the anarch-
ist movement and'relation to anarchist
beliefs. Without trying to dictate an edit-
orial policy, here are the conclusions I
got by applying these minciples to var-
ious subjects,

Industry, the class struggle and work
in general should make up a substantial
part of the paper, since the great major-
ity of people do work of some sort or
other (even if it's not the magic ‘moduct-
ive work‘ that Paul Buckland thinks we
should be doing). I would like to see more
down-to-earth articles on struggle in the
workplace, workers‘ cooperatives, in-
dustrial safety, houseworkers, service
industries and lots more. I think we
could learn a lot from _S_o_lidari§r here.

The number of articles in the rather
broad categories of British State & Police
and Foreign States 8: Police seems to be
going down, and I'm glad. Particular
cases of State repression do need to be
reported (especially when it's anarchists
who are being repressed), parliamentary
democracy does need to be criticised,
but there is a lot of irrelevant and repet-
itive stuff that could go. Far too much is
written about the activities and fates of
terrorist and urban guerrilla groups who
have no connections with anarchism, such
as the Red Brigades, the RAF and the
Irish National Liberation Army. This not
only wastes space but would give an unin-
formed reader the impression that we are
all in the same boat. The only time arm-
ed groups deserve a mention is either as
part of a general article on the politics of
a particular country (e.g. Gaia's article
on repression in Italy) or if they are an-
archists, in which case it is of import-
ance to the movement as a whole. FREE-
DOM seems compelled to report political
violence for its own sake - this is point-
less, since the deaths of Schleyer, the
RAF, Aldo Moro or Airey Neave are no
more important than the deaths of other
people.

The number of articles on feminism
and sexual politics in general is rising
but still patheticallysmall. Consider:
more than half the population is female
and suffers for it, =yet FREEDOM hardly
raises an eyebrow. Nothing on economic
inequality, nothing on rape, precious
little on marriage and not much on any-
thing else either. No wonder so many
women feel alienated from the anarchist
movement. To quote one frustrated anar-
cha-feminist: "I used to go to anarchist
meetings but ail may ever talked about
was what they were going to do at the
next general election“.

As regards sexuality, which practically
all of us have in some form or other, it

looks as though FREEDOM discovered
the subject on March 24th and had exhaust-
ed it by April 7th! Class warriors may
ask what this has got to do with “Ign'-'alien-
ated worker‘ on a production line, but
first they should ask themselves what that
‘alienated worker‘ is likely to be thinking
about! .

How much since, is given to racism,
ecology, prisons and education is mainly
a matter of personal preference. For in-
stance, I like the large amount of cover-
age given to the anti -nuclear movement
because I'm part of it, and I don't nor-
mally notice the scarcity of articles on
childhood and education because I read
Lib Ed (which is mobably the reason for
this scarcity in the first place).

The amount of history in the paper is
ridiculously large. The articles are
mainly self-indulgent pieces about the
writer's favourite anarchist orrevolution,
preferences which may well not be shared
by most readers. I would enjoy writing
about Emma Goldman or Russian popul-
ism but I haven't done so because there
are more messing subjects and if people
want to read about anarchist history there
are plenty of good books on a wide range
of subjects. If people read a newspaper
they will want the news-is of today, not fifty
or a hundred years ago.

Theory and organisational material are
obviously necessary to any movement and
I think the present amount is about right.
As for 'other‘ there's not a lot to be said
- it includes some very good articles
that didn't fall into other -categories, ‘fun’
pieces and odds and sods.

To finish, I'd like to tell you about a
friend of mine. She's almost the perfect
potential anarchist. She resents being at
the bottom of the social heap, she resents
being tied to the home, she resents being
married and she»resents not having a
decent education. She stopped supporting
the labour Party when she realised that
"it hasn't got much to do with socialism“,
she joined the SW P but left because she
was fed up with just waiting for ‘the rev-
olution‘ and now she's disillusioned with
politics in general. At this point our hero
should step in and hand her FREEDOM,
the paper crammed with direct action,
workers‘ power, sexual freedom, pers-
onal liberation and much more! But he
didn't because it isn't.

WINSTON SMITH
Shrewbury, Shmipshire

a”/l4'4£.<‘7/bM/
Dear Freedom Collective e

I have been reading yoiu' paper for over
a year new and must say that I think it's
excellent. I read regular ly about your -
financial problems and hope that these
don't get so serious that you have to stop
publishing. _

Black Fla ou may know have done
their Est to persuade readers to take out
a standing order and I think this would be
a good idea from your point of view. j

Yours fraternally
N. BIRRE LL ~ —

Hull, W, Humberside



5 FREEDOM I

Dear comrades
I have been a continuous subscriber to

FREEDOM since the days of War Comm-
eniary, and have seen its pages giving
hospitality to some>pretty wierd move-
ments occasionally. Your most recent
issue must surely take the prize for
wasting labour, paper and ink on idiots
who go around Woolworths breaking hun-
dreds of fishing floats believing that they
are thereby striking a blow for freedom!

I am well aware that there is a valid
case for the vegan philosophy in relation
to certain religious orientations to life,
and vegan influences in some cultures
should be respected. But the dotty escap-
ades of the ALF Hit List seem unrelated
to any coherent philosophy. What the
hell do these nuts think happens to the
local ecology when they release a batch
of 1500 silver foxes into the countryside?
Presumably when they 'rescued' a pop-
ulation of mice from March Evans Ltd.
the local cats had jamboree of gluttony and
cruel sport.

If these people like to make fools of
themselves we can only wonder at the
strange quirks our society produces. But
it has got nothing to do with anarchism.
We should not be afraid of the traditional
association of anarchism and crankiness
- it will always be with us. But if FREE -
DOM as a journal" wishes to cut its own
throat by taking off into cloud cuckoo land,
alas, dear comrades, all I can do is weep
at your funeral.

TONY GIBSON
Cambridge

Dear FREEDOM people
The review on animal liberation ma. - Ybring some of the numerous animal lovers

into the anarchist movement. But I doubt
very much if these people and the present
animal liberators really know how much
slavery, killing, torture, humiliation,
exploitation is still going on among our
own species, the human race . And if the
animal liberators believe that animal lib-
eration should have priority over human
liberation, then they can have my deepest
symjnthy but not much of my support.
Reading the review one cannot help think-
ing that if ou substitute animals labor-Y
stories, factory farms, with human beings,
l}_osp_l__ials, prisons or schools, you have the
problem of human liberation. And replace
monkeys, mice, rabbits with prisoners,
menial patients, schoolkids . . . To see
tortin'ed misoners, beaten-up children
and women is at least as horrifying as
seeing pictures of animals on which pain
has been inf-licted for the sake of the
human race. If that treatment of animals
were not, at least to some extent necess-
ary, the people who inflict the gain should
be treated. Being an anarchist who pre-
fers non-vlolent methods to treat, to
educate people, I would not consider re-
venge or retaliation of any kind. Addit-
ionally it can be said that if comparable

action were carried out against prisons,
mental hospitals, schools, most if not
all of them would serve long prison sen-
tences. It becomes somewhat fashionable
to be picked up by law and order and to
be fined or imprisoned. Do we really
need 'heros' to further anarchy ?
Finally I would make a point in relation
to their (ALF) so-called hit list. Surely
the‘ affected people will think about it and
sooner rather than later tighten up secur-
ity, first privately and then with the state,
armed police, army . . . which will in
turn further hamper our attempts to lib-
erate our fellow human beings. More
child beatings and child abuse, more
women and wife beatings, more intoler-
ance to and from other human beings. "'
Do the animal liberators just want that '!

With my best anarchist-human wishes
MICHAE L HA BERNOLL

London SW10

Dear editors
On behalf of my collective ~I must ind-

icate deep concern over the ALF acting
in an ecologically stupid manner. These
bloody fools don't seem to realise that
dumping 1500 predators on the local wild-
life will cause suffering and perhaps ext-
inction to both existing predators and
prey. Either the foxes will die or they
will compete with local predators. The
odds are on the foxes surviving and breed-
ing, depriving red foxes, stoats, weasels
etc of food. The burden on rodents which’
supply the food will be unbearable. Thus
the foxes will spread out causing uncal-
culable damage and SUFFERING. This
sort of thing has all but destroyed the
British polecat, A further instance is
the effect of the introduction of the black-
necked swan to New Zealand. (Two in the
§p_s_.l_i by G. Durrel is worth rea'd'i'ng)'.—_
Releasing large quantities of any animal
to the wild, especially when that animal
is new to that habitat, will result in suff-
ering and perhaps the extinction of a
species. By all means ship the foxes to
an area where foxes are rare but could
blend into the habitat with a minimum of
effect. In nature any change can cause a
balance to tip and once started the balance
goes disturbing other balances till the
system lies in ruins.

Cruelty to a few individuals is nothing
tqwhat the release of say mink has done
to the animals that have to suffer the
tyranny of the new invaders. Our dump-
ing of our convicts in Australia has now
resulted in the persecution of the abo
tribes.

We remain opposed to any action which
could harm the environment, whatever
the motives. It is a pity animals lack the
good intentions of their rescuers. Don't
just think of the creatures you release,
think of the poor sods that they might
harm.

mks for the fearnhill collective

fi£FAéZ'_7//'V&’
£71/£?6/93'
Dear Editors

I would like to add a supplement to
your* and Ian the Printer‘s criticisms
of violent radicalism published in issues
13 (14 July) and 15 (11 August) of FREE...
DOM respectively.

I believe that one of the deficiencies
of this type of politics is that, when its
exponents find themselves having to de-
fend themselves against legal charges
regarding their ‘crimes’, it engenders
emotion which is so strong as to delude
people to a) think that support activities
constitute the highest form of political
expression, and b) forget that such act-
ivities are purely defensive!

However, I believe that a more import-
ant criticism is the fact that it deflects
human energies and resources away from
positive work such as improving comm-
unication networks and publicity, estab-
lishing sound financial bases for expen-
sive or long-term programmes, etc.
e c.

Finally, although I am loathe to doubt
the sincerity of radicals who engage in
violence, I equally find it difficult to
forget the adage ‘ violence begets viol-
ence‘. Therefore I, too, wonder about
how their hoped for society would oper-
ate and whether it would necessarily be
fairer than the one under which we pres-
ently live.

In support
JOHN DESMOND

187 Southgate Rd
London N1 3LE

*This is, perhaps, a reference to our’
leading article ‘Murder and the State‘.
We would not, however, regard this as
in any sense a criticism of violent acts
by radicals in general. It is, rather, a
criticism of the acts and aims of certain
radicals. (Eds)

//VF .£722-mamFm:/77
Sunnyvale, USA - Two pit bulldogs who
"just don't like uniforms" chased a police-
man into his petrol car, then stalled the -
vehicle by chewing through all four tires.
"They were real friendly - they just don't
like uniforms", said Santa Clara County
Animal Control officer Bill Manley.

(From Free_S_qe_ialist, San Francisco)

/V/c"w/is‘/mare Vi/056f/ks
NICOLAS Walter's reaction to our anthol-
ogy, Reinventllng Anarchy, was certainly
bizarre. s sp ys o national chauv-
inism and of sexism are unpardonable.
His arrogance and uncomradely comm-
ents are regrettable. His few lines of
substantial commentary are almost all
factually incorrect.

On national chauvini_s_m_. Walter's
anger seems direcfid most forcefully at
the'i!bsence of British contributors. We
find such ethnocentrism strange for an
anarchist writer.

We spent almost iwvo years searching
for reprints and new contributions
throughout the English-speaking world.
We sent notices for posting publication
to libertarian bookstores and periodicals,
including FREEDOM and Freedom Press
Bookshop. Mr Walter, among others,
was asked for his suggestions. His only
suggestions were that we include Albert
Meltzer and Colin Ward (both of whom
we had already invited). Meltzer declined
to have anything of his reprinted in our
anthology, dismissing us - in his corr-
espondence - along with Kropotkin, Read,
Woodcock and Joffree Stewart as having
the incorrect political line. We did send
two inquiries to Mr Ward which were not
answered. (We have*no idea whether he
ever received them). S

If Walter perceives substantive differ-
ences in theory or practice between
British and American anarchists. It
would certainly have been instructive for
him to comment upon them. That would
have been a constrictive, if not comrade-
ly, form of criticism.

On sexism. The second target of
Walter's bile seems to be our concern
with sexism in language. He appears
more concerned about preserving tradit-
ional language forms than he is about
their social significance. He concludes
by writing "I might feel different if I
were a woman". To be sure. But should-
n't he also feel different as an anarchist
who claims to be committed to overcom-
ing inequalities in all aspects of life?
We think so. =

On other uncomradeliness. Nicolas
Walter ends by implying that the anthol-

it

ogy is for our personal and by
criticising our copyright notice.

As he knows from our correspondence,
all money goes directly to Research
Group One and the Great Atlantic Radio
Conspiracy, two anti -mofit work'collect-
ives staffed by unpaid volunteers.

The copyright notice was asked for by
the publishers. We complied because we
thought it was harmless. (We ourselves
do not copyright our audiotapes or pam-
phlets). Walter did not understand the
copyright procedure. The notice merely
protects the publisher against anyone
reproducing the entire anthology. It does
not place any rest.rictions on anyone‘s
contribution or any restrictions on rep-
roducing any part of the book.

A final note is in order: Nicolas Walt-
er's petulant scorekeeping (four bad art-
icles in this section, three in that) hard-
ly constitutes serious intellectual dis-
cussion. And his opening disclaimer that
his isn't an impartial review is grossly
inadequate: it is not a review at all.

Sincerely
H.OWARD J EHR LICH CAROL EHR LICH
GLENDA MORRIS Baltimore, USA
Dear FREEDOM

I hope I might be allowed to correct a
slight misunderstanding in Nicolas Walt-
er's comments (‘Signs of the Times‘,
FREEDOM, 1.4 July) on The Alternative
Bookshop.

I did n_ot__say that I saw "anarchism as
part of the spectrum of free -market lib-
ertarianism which the bookshop is intend-
ed to serve". Obviously, although I and
the bookshop‘s supporters have our own
[articular preferences, we intend the
bookshop to serve the whole spectrum of
basically libertarian thought - it is this
spectrum that we see as running from
collectivist anarchism, through individ-
ualist anarchism and anarcho-capitalism
to classical liberalism, free market
economics, human rights theory, ‘liber-
al‘ conservatism, libertarian-humanistic
psychology, non-Marxist feminism, etc.

Yours for liberty
CHRIS R‘. TANIE (Manager)

The Alternative Bookshop
40 Floral Street, London Wc2 .

..£"‘i...%7
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Dear FREEDCB

I would like to draw anarchists‘ attent-
ion to a concluding paragraph in Fifth
Estate vol. 14 no. 3 of June 19, article
‘Junior Cops and Anti-Nukers': Boycott
or Participate ?‘

' "A boycott of the large actions will be
in order if the anti -nuke politicians‘ re-
fuse to renounce their policy of cooperat-
ion with the police which places the ent-
ire gathering in jeopardy. Their pacifism
and concern for 'peaceful' demonstrations
is used to mask their reliance on the
major force of organised violence in
society - the police. It may be argued
that to leave the field completely clear of
criticism of these wretched reformists
would be just what they prefer, but it
would be equally foolish not to begin act-
ivity that we ourselves define“.

These sentiments could read from an
article in Britain after Torness or in
Australia almost anywhere. If anarchists
want to participate in libertarian struggles
(anti-nuclear, anti-racist, anti-sexist,
anti -rent/homelessness, anti -militarist,
anti-imperialist--the Troops 01111 Of N.
Ireland demo was made bearable by the
grouping of some comrades who sang,
played music and carried on regardless,
but it was a bad terrain surrounded by
marshails, police and megaphones), p
then why can we not mepare oin' own
strategy and tactics as with the May Day
picnic? The Persons Unknown trial of
our comrades will bring out our defensive
organisation all over the country and
overseas. Are we to return to the swamp-
land of leftism again where the abyssts
of slime abound?We need not be a silent
minority!

IETER Y-ERIL
Herne Hill, S.E.24
P. S. Have you actually (I mean really!)
tried offering FREEDOM, the London
Weekly, Black Fla , Bread and Roses 0
€tE'To your local newsagent or Eoksfire.
First time is a bit painful but second,
third, you can even get stuck into their
meconceptions about anarchists: it's now
or never.

%/4-/1/r/maor/e’/fix//M/5//er/£97.?
SOME manifestations of the anarchist
movement seem more suited to Wonder-
land than the real world, A recent ex-
ample-is the Anarchist Communist Ass-
ocation, whose organ, Bread and Roses,
in its last issue curied ET_
attack on FREEDOM as "some people
calling themselves- ‘anarchist’ (not mem-
hers of the ACA)" . .. Is this peTi5ps
what basically worries them? The (at
least ostenflbie) reason for this attack
was a leading article on China and birth
control in FREEDOM of 24 March. To
anyone who had actually read the article
it was quite obvious that the purpose was
to show how successiye Chinese regimes

have seen birth control as a question
merely of cannon fodder and power polit-
ics, something to be turned off and on
according to the dictates of war or the
computer age. Anarchists, on the other
hand, including the FREEDOM group,
have viewed it as a question of the free-
dom of women to control their o“wn fertil-
ity. (More recent ecological questions
deserve an article on their own, but the
freedom of women to decide remains ab-
solutely central).

We leave aside the fact that FREEDOM
has willingly published several letters
which are thinly disguised plugs for the
ACA. It's one thing, (however, to be att-

acked for what you say; it's quite another
to be attacked for what you don't. The
‘Odds and Sods‘ part of B_r_e_ad and Roses
carries dishonesty to the point of making
it look as if it's quoting from the article
by putting a phrase in inverted commas
which is entirely contradictory to it.
This in itself is sad enough, not only for
us but as it reflects pon the fundament- -
al lack of integrity J; supposed comrades.
It becomes downright suspect - or simply
confused - to combinesuch an attack.
with a new ACA recruiting pamphlet
which uses several illustrations from
FREEDOM without acknowledging their
origin. EDS P‘
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AIlthe'titles mentioned in
this column are available
from Freedom Bookshop at
the'prices -"plus postage -
mentioned. Items marked *
are published in the U.S.

1

T0 KICK ‘OFF this week, a
few recent anarohist(io)
journals. Authority - that“
merry scourge of the liber-
tarian left - has managed a
second issue and seem'M>have
turned their barbed wit onto
the "heavy left"; to my mind
an easier target than the an-
archists, but then I'm preju-
diced! Still, if you enjoyed
the first issue as much as I
did you'll enjoy No.2 as well
(25p, plus 8p postage).

-A re-issue of the Qlgpig;
gggs Press Apggchist Beview
No.4 is now available at
£5T50'(60p post). Its large‘
format 184pp. make it excel-
lent value, with features on
Santiago Carillo, Camillo ‘
Berneri, Flavio Costantini,
Gregory Maximoff, Minimal
Statism, Anarchism:m.Mexico
and much else. 0

Hassle Free have at last
managed to ‘get it together‘
regarding distribution, so

FU D8
FREEDOM' DEFICIT FUND

Contributions'Received
12 July - 1 Augugi .
LEIGHTON BUZZARD: D.G. £1.54;
GLASGOW: D.O. £1; WORTHING; ‘
R.P.C. £2; LEEDS: S.J.P. 30p;
LONDON W02: L.S. £1.50; MAN-"
CHESTER: R.BL £5; WOLVERHAMP+
TON: J.L. £5; J.K.W. £1;
SUTHERLAND: J.A.J. 60p; 0
YELLOWKNIFE, Canada: D.B.
£2.15; STROMNESS: J.L.B. £1;
GLASGOW: S.M. £1; GLASGOW:

£2-50; WHITEHAVEN: H.W.L.C.
50p; In Shop: Anons £3.58;
ST. CLOUD: Minn.: M.G.A.
£26.80; LONDON SE10: L.J.M.
'£2; FYLDE: J.G. 45p. .- ‘

"'“'"' ‘ " TOTAL:
Previously ackn'1gd:

£54.22
£898.06

£952.28TOTAL T0 DATE:

PREMISES/OVERHEADS FUND
 

Qgptributions tQ_1 Augpst
LONDON W02: L¢S. £10.00
Previously ackn'1dgd£100.00

TOTAL T0 DATE £110.00

’S BOOKSHOP
gnarchy Comic No. 1* is now“
available from us. No. 1 in-
cludes work by Cliff Harper,
Jay Kenney and many more.The
price is 65p (post 11p). A1-
so, Cliff Harper's own really
excellent fable of the con-
tradictions of the commune,
Qlg§§_Wgr Com;;* has been re-
printed. Not only a book of
'superb il1ustrations,_but
making a political point I
‘which is far from simplistic
(65p. Post llp). e " o

Last in this section on
journals - lgierroggtions
11/18. A double issue- now
only in Italian, alas, (£1.60
post 29p) which is a special
on"Workers' Control‘ with -
articles by Murray Bookchin,
Nico Berti, among others. It
also contains a nine page
summary of the articles, in
English.

*-

NO.

This week's Book Bargain is:
Emmanuel Frynta: gg§gg_i_gp§
§£ea1Q£_2i_§2auel£ — large
format, l48pp, c1oth,£0.60
+ post 76p. It is profusely
illustrated and although it
comes from Czechoslovakia and
is therefore likely to be a
little slanted, underp1aying-
Hasek's commitment to anarch-
ism, for instance, at this
price and bearing in mind the
dearth of material on Hasek
it's worth buying - worth it
for the illustrations alone?

* .

While were on Hasek and Svejk,
Cecil Parrott's excellent
unabridged translation of The
good §0lQ;g;_Svej§ is sti1I
available, with the_origina1
illustrations of Josef Lada
(paper,£2.25, post 60p).A1so
available is Cecil Parrott's
own fine biography of Hasek
published last year: TQg_§gQ
.B212s.mie.n;_A.._Li..¥;e._2f._.=la.1:2e1e-.1
Hasek (296pp., cloth, £10 +
30p post). Expensive, but a
fascinating and we11-research-
ed story, finely and sympathe-
tically told. '

‘April Carter's new book
gpygorit and Democracy at 0
£4.95 (29p post) is expensive
--although in cloth, It is
only 93 pages long! It is a
critique of power and a clari-
fication of the concept of
authority from the standpoint
of a libertarian political
theorist; extending the ground db
covered in her earlier book,
Qi£§Qt;ACtiOn and Liberal De-

ing a definition and a defence
of direct action even (especi-
ally?) within the framework of
a liberal democracy.

Gustav Landauer and his '
writings are, at last, achie-
ving the kind of attention
they merit, although again the
price of books makes one shud-
der. Firstly, though, a work
of his own,'§g; Sggia1ism* *
(£1.75, post 255), a fascina-
ting outline of Landauer's
own attitude to libertarian
socialism and - as far as I
can trace - the only work by
Landauer currently available.

Secondly, Eugene Lunn's
scholarly and sympathetic‘ _
study ££2Rasi_Qi_Q2sa2aii1_;
Qge_Romantic SOCl§%l§Q;Qi Z
§usiax;LanAeasr* £ 5-00 +oi I
post, cloth, 434pp. Again, as
far as I can trace, this is '

full measure of importance to
Laundauer 1Qe_ggg§ghist as
well as Landauer the mystic
and socialist; it's only a
pity it's so expensive;”

Next, a couple of items ’
from the I.W.W. in Australia,
firstly a pack of we1l-pro-
duced stickers--100 assorted
for £1.50 (+ 11p post); sec-
ondly, Ian Turner's gydneylg
Eggplpg - no, not the immola-
tion of the editor of that '
flne 1nd1v1dua11st anarchlst
journal ‘Mlnus One‘ but a his
tory of the'Wobb1ies down un-
der at the time of the First
World War (£1.50 + 29p post).
 J'H'

Footnote:-Opening.hoursr
For some time past we have
had difficulty in keeping the
bookshop open at the times
previously listed for Thurs-
day to Saturday. The position
1s:

Monday CLOSED (as ever - ex-
'gep§ for Freedom EditoriaI'_
meeting in the evening).‘
Tuesday 2 - 6 pm) as
Wednesday 2 - 6 pm)previ-
Thursday 2 - 8 pm)ouslyFridaym g no 7 I . r
Saturday “we are trying to
maintain a rota system for
ggyppggy 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.;
but it is always advisable to
ring us (01-247-9249) to
check whether we'are open
_efore calling, to avoid the
possibility of a wasted
journey.

84b WI-IITECI-IAPEI. HIGH STREET
FREEDODQ‘ A:-£:}lE,§e§ LONDON at qqx Phone Oi-24.1 9:49
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Review
This Supplement is@based on the case which has become known

as "Persons Unknown“. (perhaps somewhat inaccurately, in fact
that is the name of the Support Group). The trial is finally due to
begin on September 17th, fifteen and a half months after the first
arrests.Whatever the outcome of the trial, these people will have -
spent many months in prison, under maximum security conditions.
I had intended to sit down and write a deep analysis of the case,
to act as introduction, then I thought, hell, it speaks for itself.

There's just a couple of points I‘ld like to emphaise.The case
takes place against a background of increasing tension in this
country, indeed in the world as a whole. There is widespread dis-
content, the economic situation continues to deteriorate and no-
one really expects it to ever get better. This cynism is matched
by an equally deep mistrust of conventional politic answers. The
Established powers are jittery, this" discontent can no longer be
bought off with material wealth, its just not there to be had and
the worlds resources are shrinking.Added to this people in the
Third ‘World are demanding something abit more like their fair
share .

'lhe "progressive" answer to this dis"ontent is to absorb it
in a bureaucracy, to turn the country into a vast Social Services
Dept. , a nationalised soup kitchen. However there is a more prim-
ative response. Clamp down. Over the past few years the forces -
for doing this have steadily become more blatent. This trend has
been documented in FREEDOM and elsewhere.We have seen the
police turn into vultures cruising the streets in metal boxes,

"Paramilitary Third Force“, whilst all the time-insisting that
such a thing would be inappropriate in Brii.ain.We have heard
them demanding greatly increased powers.All this while they
openly admit that they habitually break the regulations that are
supposed to control them.And while the Metropolitan CID has
lost over a third of its officers in five years, for corruption.

While the police presence intensifies (with useful lessons to
be learned from Northern Ireland, of co1n'se},the more subtle
side of the judiciary has also been at work. British law has al-
waysamazed the world in its vagueness. The British people fond-
ly believe that this represents a good natured willingness to 1
muddle along.In fact, of course, it means that there is always a
law to fit. The last couple of years has seen the development of
a number of particularly useful catch-all pieces of legislation.
The Conspiracy Laws have been around for a while (see FREE-
DOM vol 39 no. 14 for a fuller treatment)- so -have the Official
Secrets Acts (see coverage of the ABC case).All this has now
been joined by the Criminal Tresspass Law and the Prevention
of Terrorism Act. From this case it looks as if there is to be

CHRONOLOGY 20 July: Remand hearing at Lambeth.
More charges brought lil relation to sev-

-1-9-'-7-§- eral armed robberies and theft of arms.
24 May: Iris Mills and Ronan Bennett 26 July: Raid in Brixton. Police burst in

up in a raid on a flat in London wearing flak jackets and with drawn guns.
25 May: Press reports range from ‘act- 2'7 July: Remand hearing at Lambeth.
ress in bomb bedsit shock‘ to ‘couple
held in anti -terror raid‘.
2'7 May: Police hunt for a car ‘full of
bombs‘. supposedly ‘boobytrapped'. Iris
and Ronan appear at Marylebone magist-
rates court, charged with conspiring with
others to cause explosions in the UK.
2 June: Rid on ta house in North London.
Dafydd Ladd arrested.
3 June: ‘Wanted‘ car found dumped over
a Welsh cliff. No further mention of this
by police S
5 June: Dafydd Ladd appears at Maryle-
bone along with Iris and Ronan. All three
refused bail and remanded in custody.
8 June: First remand hearing at Lambeth
magistrates court. Complaints made by
the defence about the handcuffs on the
defendants. Det. Sup. Bradbury says
they were there in case of armed attack
on court. A
16 June: Raids in Swansea, Highbury,
Hornsey and Hackney.
21 June: First news of Stewart Carr,
also charged with conspiring to cause
explosions, arrested in Gillingham and
held in custody since the Thursday before
Raid on house in North London carried
out by 20-25 members of ATS.
June/July: Bombings of left wing targets
4 July: Vince Stevenson snatched in
street, - held at Paddington Green police
station.
'7 July: Arms and ammunition allegedly
found in North London flat. Trevor
Dawton arrested.
10 July: Vince and Trev charged with
conspiracy to cause explosions, both
remanded to Brixton prison. ’
13 July: Remand hearing at Lambeth.
All six appear in dock. Started to protest
about conditions, were dragged out, then
brought backone by one.
15 July: Demonstration outside Paddington
Green police station, home of ATS. '

Armed traffic police in evidence in and
around the court.
3 August: Remand hearing at Lambeth,
alongside hearing of two Arab rationals
accused of conspiring to murder the
former Iraqi ambassador.
4 August: Jeremy Thorpe appears in court
at Minehead charged with conspiring to
murder Norman Scott. Awarded bail.
24 August: Even stricter security condit-
ions at Lambeth. Two members of
support group arrested (one mistaken for
other) and threatened under PTA for what
turned out to be small unpaid fine.
'7 September: A German comrade is
stopped, searched, questioned and photo-
graphed on his way back to Germany
after visiting one of the defendants in
Brixton.
14 September: Confidential defence papers
read by police during search of lawyer.
The magistrate whitewashed this unprec-
edented breach of privilege. ‘
15 September: Astrid Proll arrested.
19 September: ID parades begin at Padd-
ington Green. None of the charges sub-
stantiated. '
29 September: Trevor Dawton given bail.
26 September: Iris Mills given bail.
Original ‘bomb-making‘ materials ident-
ified: 2 tins of weedkiller, 2 bags of flour
and 1% bags of flour.
16 November: Announcement that the
Attorney General had refused consent to
proceed with ‘conspiracy to cause explos-
ions‘ cimrge on Iris, Ronan, Taff and
Stew. Those on Vince and Trev had not
even been submitted. Replacement char-
ges of ‘conspiracy to rob‘ brought.
11 December: Vincent Stevenson given
bail.
21 December: After several postpone-
ments committal moceedings begin.
Taff Ladd given bail, but not released
due to police objections to his sureties.

an unholy alliance between parts of these to produce a useful
charge of "terrorist conspiracy‘ or some such. I

Well, they were particularly clumsy in the ABC case, and they
failed. They have been particularly clumsy here. The Grand
Anarchist Idealist Terrorist Bombplot To Overthrow Society has
collapsed to "conspiracy to rob" and “dishonestly handling "
airguns. But remember, that "conspiracy‘ could still carry fif-

linked by radio to computer banks.We have seen them develop pa wen Ear gentgngeg, jg, Q
1979
January: Remaining prisoners ‘decate-
gorised‘.
1 March: Taff released.
23 March: In again refusing bail for
Ronan, magistrate makes clear that this
is due to his being Irish.‘
May: Indictments served. Some charges
re-worded. New charge of ‘conspiracy to
defraud‘. (A legal precedent). Two new
names added to conspiracy. Stew's spec-
ific robbery charges (the only ones
against any of the six) dropped.
Trial set for September.
10 August: At pre -trial review ‘conspir-
acy to defraud‘ charges dropped.
Prosecution granted permission to potent-
ial jury.
16 August: Ronan Bennett given bail.
17 September: Current date for start of
trial.
THESE are the bare bones of the case.
It broke on May 24th of last year,
splashed in the London evening papers.
The next day the nationals took it up,
with sensationalised stories but few facts.
No names were released but we quickly
learned that the two who had been arrest-
ed were Iris Mills and Ronan Bennett.
They were known, they had been held
almost exactly a year before in Hudders-
field under the Prevention of Terrorfim

were released with no charges being
made, Ronan‘s deportation to Northern
Ireland (he is Irish) had only been prev
ented through the intervention of the then
Home Secretary, Merlyn Rees, after
a successful publicity campaign.

On May 27th they appeared at Maryle-
bone Magistrates Court and were formall
charged with ‘conspiracy to cause ex-
plosions‘.-‘ No evidence was produced, but
Det. Supt. Peter Bradbury of the Anti-
Terrorist Squad opposed bail, with vague
allegations. This pattern was to continue.
That night there was a dramatic televis-
ion news flash. A car had been booby-
trapped with bombs and the public was
warned to keep away. Over the next few

Act (FREEDOM vol. 38 no. 10). They
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days the press continued with talk of a
‘major anarchist organisation‘ and ‘pol-
ice hunt more bombers‘. A small throw-
away paragraph in the Guardian (3/6) A
announced ‘Wanted Car Found Du-mped‘.
No more was heard of the bombs.

After a few days, amid mountin lice8 P0
raids and media hysteria, people began to
recover from their shock and to organ-
ise more extensive support. (A solicitor
had already been engaged). The shock
was understandable; after all this ‘major

organisation‘ had completely
escaped our notice and there hadn't been
any explosions. In a raid on June 2nd
Dafydd (Taff) Ladd was picked up and in
court on the 5th the police began their
now infamous statements. The three were
said to be part of a London-based group
of ‘idealistic persons who believe that
they should take positive steps to over-
throw society‘. Later this conspiracy
was to widen to lake in the whole country;
international links were to be suggested.
The fragile ‘society’ which was in immin-
ent danger-"of overthrow was to become
‘authority’. But this remained the basic
accusation. Details were carce;it was
said that ‘chemicals and wiring‘ had been
discovered in Iris‘ and Ronan‘s flat.
Taff‘s fingerprints were allegedly found
there. The lack of actual explosions was
no problem; the conspiracy had been
‘nipped in the bud‘. (Later a police spokes-
person was to decribe this shortage as
‘unfortunate‘), On the basis of these dark
hints bail was again refused. The court
was assured that evidence did exist.
“There is evidence of association. There
is some documentary evidence. I would
prefer not to disclose it at this stage".
There was talk of a statement by Taff.
This statement was to disappear without
trace. Press reports of the hearing
were dramatic, with talk of a ‘bomb plot‘
and ‘anarchist plot‘. In the Daily Tele-
gLa_Q headline (5/6) the police raiders
were described as ‘Terror Squad‘. This
was prophetic.

The police now began to theatricmlise
events even more. It was apparent that
their charges were rather thin, so the
highly charged atmosphere had to be
maintained.‘ Raids continued throughout
the country. The tone of these was stead-
ily intensified. Doors were broken down
first thing in the morning by up to 30
police with dogs and people were interr-
ogated about their politics. Some were
taken to police stations and held for sev-
eral hours. Literature, photographs,
personal mail and address books were
seized. Anything that was interpreted as
less than total acquiescence was met
with threats of the PTA. There were
constant attempts to find an international
connection; for example German-speaking
police were included on raids. Wild state-
ments were made. At one time an imagin-
ative chart was produced, tsupposedly en-
capsulating all the links in the British
anarchist movement. later, the raids
escalated into military operations with
policemen wearing flak jackets and waving
drawn guns. In the middle of all this they
managed their moments of farce. One
raid was on a building in North London.
When they b1n'st in the police got into a
punch-up with the bouncers of the gaming

club which was based there and who
fliought they were being attacked by crim
inals. In fact, the police thought they
were raiding Centro Iberico (the libertar-
ian centre) which had moved out two years
before .

Melodrama also steadily built up around
the remand hearings. On June these were
moved to Lambeth Magistrates Court on
security grounds. This is the nearest
court to Brixton prison. It is a small
building down a side road, opposite ‘a
house used as police accommodation.
It has been used as a special high secur-
ity court in the past. Its position makes it
easy to saturate the area with licepo .
This was done zealously. By June, every
Thursday morning, this quiet street was
flooded with gun-wielding police. Road-
blocks were set up and pedestrians harr- S
assed. They even put spotters with bin-
oculars on the surrounding roofs - pres-
umably, as someone remarked at the
time, to foil an air attack. The armoured
van with the defendants handcuffed inside
was rushed in at high speed, causing
fears of severe injury in the event of an
accident. (Similar fears were expressed
by the former RAF member, Astrid Proll,
when her turn came to be rushed to re-
mand hearings from Brixton). There was
a series of more or less minor collisions,
culminating in the demolition of a police
motor bike.
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(left) pistol-packin' police.

from “Time Out"
(an "honourable
exception“)

Police watch at Lambeth court

But this is getting a bit ahead of our-
selves. In the meantime the support
group, called Persons Unknown after the
charges, was properly underway. Other
groups were set up around the country.
As well as direct support, visits, letters
and meals for the prisoners (though this
took some time to be allowed and met
with a lot of harassement. Basically, if
you put your name down as a possible
visitor, you got an early morning visit),
work was done to publicise the case.
Apart from a belated acknowledgement
of the groups‘ existence in the Guardian
(28th June, with the somewhat clumsy
headline, ‘Alleged Terrorists Get Supp-
ort‘) a blanket now fell. Gone the intense
interest of the earl gay; With a few
honourable exceptiions left press was
no better. Here were a number of people

being held in Category A (maximum sec-
urity) for openly political reasons - one
of them, due to her sex, in virtual solit-
ary confinement, week after week, with
bail being refused solely on the basis of
flimsy allegations by the police who A
were meanwhile setting themselves up
as commandos. And the response was:
nothing.

On June 21st Stewart Carr appeared
at the remand hearing. He had been
arrested five days before in Gillingham
and held incommunicado. The suppor-t
campaign was beingging to concentrate
on Iris‘ conditions and demanding that,
if she were not given bail, then at least
she should be moved to Holloway where
she could associate with other prisoners.
Harrassment of the support group in
London was stepped up. Rising Free
bookshop, the contact address, was under
constant siu-veillance. On July 4th a
member of the group, Vince Stevenson,
was lifted in the street in a KGB-type
snatch while on his way to a meeting.
After being kept in isolation (illegally as
it happens, since the PTA had not been
invoked) he was charged with conspiracy.
On July 7th the press again took an inter-
est. ‘Anarchist Cell Hit In Arms Raid‘.
The police claimed to have discovered
a suitcase containing guns and ‘hundreds’
of rounds of ammunition. This later be-
came ‘thousands’. Trevor Dawton, who
lived in the raided flat, was arrested
and charged along with Vince on July 10th.

In the meantime we had some actual
explosions on _l§_t_wing targets. During
one of these, in Peace News‘ office (July
4th) someone was badly injured by a
letter bomb. The Anti-Terrorist Squad
took no interest, as this was ‘fire-raising
Arson is, apparently, not terrorism.
(Ironically enough, ‘Arson in Her Majesty's
Dockyards' is one of the couple of offences
which still carry the death penalty).
Neither, it would seem, is the campaign
of intimidation and violence to the extent
of murder, carried out against blacks
and anti-fascists.

On July 13th the six defendants appear-
ed together at Lambeth. When they att-
emphed to protest about their conditions"
they were dragged from the court, beat-
en up and then brought back one at a
time. "We are your dissidents" shouted
Ronan, but the British press seemed
unable to notice the parallel, preferring
to continue to wallow in self-righteous
moralising about the Soviet Union. The
week after something like actual charges
were brought. Vince and Trev were
accused of possession of firearms (the -
ones linked with the raid on Trev's flat);
Iris, Ronan and Taff with assorted char’-
ges like ‘dishonestly handling‘ air guns,
and Stew with a number of counts of
armed robbery (the only specific such
charge). By this time Det. Supt Brad-
bury felt able to refer to an actual explos-
ion in the East End earlier in theyear.
He said he could produce a witness “who.
had heard a bang". There was talk of
extensive identity ‘parades and an interim
report had gone to the Director of Public
Prosecutions. 9

The next couple of months saw the
height of the police domination of events.
They completely swamped the remand
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hearings. As one remarked, "we're in view the parades were a failure. In doz...
eheree sf this eeuri"- (Oddly. ihearmed ens of peredes they achieved three ident-

' ms hgd -I-ruff’, "Di ifications, none of which fitted theirgllil a c vision insignia).The tr te charges. With--this collapse pressure for
mag“ a 8 submitted many‘ when bail increased Police s kes o ie nowa barrister complained that liati ' no pe Pwas being ,nte,,,m_ed Wm] (h‘:”‘”“ h gm resorted to claims of ‘1000 wees of

3. d I S ti ' 'to m t th 1 evi ence . ( ome me r this was 800 ).
gm-gs)heewhfsS§,'}§’°..},{i§1‘§,,‘§f°°e“°° °f This was not actually waived in court.‘ cult f°r In the complete absence of anything liketo d Ime ea with this‘ it 3°” °" °“t5ide a suitable ex losion or armed robberth t". Ma A - P Y,u:ef,°g do any§1’fn€a:eb§u‘;°t‘l‘1:‘“}:‘:£!l;;‘;in the emphasis shifted to the setting up of
and beating of the prisoners even whe 3 false identities, bank accounts and safe

' '1 houses. Det. Insp. McClellan, who hadit happened in front of them. They quietly
a ted totau taken over from Bradbury admitted that

ccep Y unsubstantiated p°u°° the evidence against Vince’ was ‘difficultall ti bo i 'fga one a at the “ci°us' depraved to describe‘. When pressed he revealedof th“aTh,° h 9,123,“ and refused '°“‘1- that it consisted of his fingerprints on a
“gs 0 up further when three co y of the Hackne Gazette all dlIbiéaquiioaccused of terrorist-offences fofnd at the§'fi' gd rtggfi ez

gan appear in the coiu't. (As one of 1 f 'these as p osions . This newspaper contained an
enflregr algnzfgaotzsefigif Zzslglglgfiggilr advert for a workshop to hire; said work-
Mugrabi sp0ke no English it was not a $1112 111,28?rtfldly ht?“ hiredf undeila d
vast, t_ or ese ngupoana ege

mprovemen ) BY now’ the security bomb factory. No bombs or forensic evid-was so obtrusive that some news s . .was We es s§‘é’iis- f:f1:::::i:;‘::::n§:i? "‘iii 10/8), citing the Iraquis hiT'_“mei<in'§'
no mention of the anarchists. Around the
beginning of August considerable comm-
ent was made in dissident circles when
Jeremy Thorpe, accused of conspiracy
and incitement to murder for political
ends, was given bail and allowed his pass-
port to make overseas trips.

On August 5th Merlyn Rees, the Home
Secretary, was picketed and hassled at
a meeting in Bolton.» He agreed to read
a leaflet on the -case. About this time,
David McNee, Metropolitan Commission- _
er of Police, demanded that the custom- Even b tlie”"*6§fandar
ary bending of rules in relation to sus-

It
si=.‘.‘- " '= - ~ .

fr“?

1 y _ of this case this
woudn‘tdo afat hih td ivests‘ rights should be leeitimised (in a mu applitationcfn: r§~e§121$ ailncemonng

gziilrggllfisl tgrthe 50379-1 CA0mmission on 1 September 29th. The case against the two
09° llre). nother excuse was substantially the same, and Trev was

for sec1n'ity procedures came with claims granted bail
that there W33 3 gun loose in Brixton His advantage over Vince was evidently
prison. Press reports did not fail to men- his ‘respectable‘ home background, con-
Z13; that the prison contained anarchists. ditions were strict. £20, 000 sureties, a
to thr 19- 5e9ill':_ rthwlth everybody confined nightly curfew (10. 00 - 6. 00) and daily
“the z‘ £9 i l5 glln was to vanish reports to the police. Ironically, Trev,

0:31 a°e- j the first to be bailed, was the only one of
llgllst 24th harrassment of the the prisoners against whom ='hard‘ evid-

support group reached a new level as ence was claimed (the guns), On October
gng gijmgler was Plched llp in the court 26th Iris was freed under equally strict
unrest Shore was a warrant for her conditions. The framed flourand sugar
It th - e wag $eatened with the PTA. was returned to her. Meanwhile harrass-

ell emerge t they had got the ment of the support continued. Members
wrimg Pe1'5(:n- The ill'°¢9dlll'9 W9-5 repeat“ were shadowed to and from meetings. On
aims‘ tlltethrltght Pel‘B°ll- Evellhld-11Y ll one occasion a car was broken into and
a ne 11°“ :1 Eh‘? ‘"2119 thlllg W33 Over pages torn from an address book.
Para uni‘; 1"e- flier Payment» the In November Stewart Carr disassociat-
14th gas Pili away ilgallh Oil Sellhelllbel‘ S ed himself from the other five defendants

9 P0 ce searched one of the law- and from Persons Unknown. This was
Yers and reed ihreueh his defense ushers. precipitated both by political differences
Preleele le the me-elsi-rate were waived and different legal situations, melting e
3.B'id€c ti d fThis was the peak of police power. F-i(‘),e?C ve e ence possible only for the
Afterwards, the cracks in their case ex- Am.in Noyember it emerged that the
tended until they joined up and it fell ‘conspiracy to cause explosions‘ charges
aP"u't- on Selltembel‘ 19th the ldehlj-tY against Vince and Trev had been abandon-
Parades flhdllv beeem These were held ei ed; the police hadn't even bothered to sub-
t1}’;dglT'1g'=°; Green relies sleflen. heme ef mit them along with the others, and on the

- ° meshed Wes made fer seeur- . 16th it was announced that the Attorney
“Yr Whli-ih had l'il‘allBf<'ll‘l‘9d the 1'9 Illa-llil General had refused consent to these
hearings to Lambeth. For the convenience " ha s.of the police the prisoners could now be c rges against the other four. They were

la d I ‘bl.
moved half way across Iondon. No rep- rep Ce by conspiracy to ro his andR dditi '
orts leaked out of rescue attempts by r onan were a (many charged wltihpossession of explosive substances . . .
armed m°b9- Fl'°m the P0110‘? lllllllll (ll one was daily expecting announcements

that they had conspired to use the wom-
killer on Buckingham House ‘s gardens
and ruin the parties) and 'dishonestly
handling a black imitation leather brief-
case‘. On llth December Vince was given
bail. '

On 21st December the committal for
trial proceedings finally began, against
a background of ‘Week of Action‘. The
defence had opted for short committals,
rather than a full run through of the pro-
secution case. Barry McGirl, from the
DPP, gave a speech. The defendants

other defendant had taken part in any spec-
ific robberies.

Taff was granted "bail, still against pol-
ice opposition. There followed two months
of intense struggle before he was finally
freed-. The police kept finding reasons for
delay. Sureties were queried and rejected.
They were subjected to intimidatory visits.
'I‘aff was finally released on March lst.
Bail applications for Ronan were still
rejected. It was apparent that his ‘Irish
connection‘ told against him. McClellan
brought up (irregularly) that Ronan had
a conviction for attempting to escape from
Long Kesh. What he omitted was that this
was his only previous conviction and that
he had been acquitted of the original -
charge for which he was in Long Kesh.
In respect of the ‘escape attempt‘ he was
bound over for £10 for two years . The
smallness of the sum showed that the
court did not take the offence very serious-
ly, and_ indeed the judge said as much.

In May, a year after the first arrests,
the indictments were served; that is, the
formal charges. There was a bit of re-
writing. In addition, two new names,
Graham Rua and Michelle Poree, were
added to the conspiracy. New charges of
‘conspiracy to defraud‘ were added.
This is also an entirely new charge, made
possible by the 1977 Criminal Law Act.
The specific robbery charges against
Stew were dropped.

On August 10th there was a pre -trial
review. The ‘conspiracy todefraud‘
charges had vanished again. More serious
ly, the prosecution brought, and were
granted, an application to vet the jury.
In order to gain this the political nature
of the case had to be emphasised. The
defendants were described as ‘self-
styled AN-ARCHISTS' (sic). Plans to W
‘kidnap members of the Royal Family‘
and ‘blow up nuclear power. stations‘
were mentioned.

Immediately the application was grant-
a‘d that the trialed the prosecution s i

was to be a ‘criminal one ‘ and politics
were not going to be emphasised.

Finally, on August 16th, Ronan was
anted bai which will ve him timeer '1. ' el

(four whole weeks) to prepare his defence.
The trial is now fixed to start on

Monday, September 17th at the Old Bailey.

Q I

Review
General

Conditions inside prison are by definit-
ion bad. To this must be added the effects,
in Britain, of old buildings and over- mevent such a dangerous prisoner fromcrowding (as well as of long periods of ' .
solitary confinement in punishment block). breaking °“t- Merl?“ Rees Bald as muchh hIn this casethere were additional factors. in a lather t° Persms U“kn°w"v W en eTh i ~ -~ e e on remand, as one wrote that in view of the fact that the six

e plhsoners W r I - prisoners had been classed as Categorysaid, one of the worst things about being A ,1t is I am afraid necessary for
a prisoner on remand is the psychological Mii Mflils to be heldiin S cial “comm!
anxiety caused by waiting for one‘s future ss pe

' thi to be determined". Conditions in Brixton °datl°" ll‘ BTW?" P1‘le°" as "° ° erwere iself-confessed anarchists (as_ to 1 ' There is a Ion waifin accommodatlon m the south Ea.“ of Eng_
usual this is apparently a crime in itself), 3-1'9 ll° 1‘ 0119 _ g __ g la d ff th d f 1 _sewses
members of a London-based gang whose ¢r0W<llllg- F91‘ example-" in Category ,A,,,.
ebieedve Wes is hrihe ebevi e redisel - there are two toilets for use by so men yet, as H-is was to mint out, there
change in moiety ' (Sounds like the Tory _ there are five showers for use by were no facilities for women at all in
party‘) A catalogue of allegations was run 150 Brixton, and because no other women
through. It was said that Stewart Carr had men _ were there at the time she was de facto
made ‘substantial admissions‘ relating to - the siahiierv she hour exercise Per in solitary confinement. ' """"
1'°bbe1'ie3- N° details were glV9ll- Olihel“ day is reduced t° between 1545 minutes The conditions in which she was placed
Wise it W35 llllilflsslble 11° Bay Whether 9-ll? - prisoners are locked up for at least were quite extraordinary. No better

22 hwrs pr day example can exist of the ordeal (the in-
- there is no proper work educational dignities, the absurdities, the loneliness)
or 1-ecreat1ona1 faemtiee ’ faced by a prisoner who has not yet been

a In additio Iris‘ detent-brought to tri l. n,
Remember that an this is for peotile ion in Brixton, preceded by that of thewho have not been convicted of anything. Price sisters and followed by that of

And at the end of a long period on remand,
they must get their minds straight to
face trial.
Category A

The sex were defined as Category A.
That is, ‘maximum security‘. This in-
volves a stricter regime and tighter sec-
urity. Remand prisoners are allowed one
visit a day and a specific quantity of food,
cigarettes etc. For Cat A these things
become, in practice at least, subject to
the whim of the authorities. All -potential
visitors are vetted by the police. In this
case visits were in a small room in the
hearing of warders ThlB applied 13° Vl§it3
b law rs as well. letters and incoming

Khloud al Mugrabi and Astrid Proll,
seemed to provide further evidence of
the adoption of anti-terrorist practices
being applied on the Continent. Women
belonging to political groups in Italy
have been placed in isolation in men's
prisons, and in November 1977 the RAF
member Ingrid Schubert died in total
isolation in the men's prison of Stadel-
heim in Munich. Stammheim too is a
men's prison, and Irmgard Moeller has
been held there in isohtion since the '
deaths of her companions in October 1977.
There are many other examples of ‘terr-
or‘ women being held in men's prisons
deliberately to prevent their association

er isoners and throu h isolat-Y Ye - with thliterature (especially if political) frequent- ion’ e°,,,m_ $3 destroy the}, idenfity or to
ly did not get through. Any protests
could result in going ‘on the block‘, that
is into solitary confinement.
Women

Iris lVlllls was the first woman to be
placed in Brixton prison since Marion
and Dolores Price. The excuse for plac-
ing her there was that Holloway, the
main women's prison in London, was
being rebuilt and would-I‘ not be able to

THE Bail Act (1976) is, on the surface,
a sensible measure. Its general trend
is that bail should be granted wherever
possible. This is obviously practical as
well as liberal. There is a long backlog
of cases to be tried. All the people in-
volved could not be kept in prison - think
of the expense. Accordingty, only the
most desperate villains are remanded in
custody. The Act gives only four grounds
‘on which bail may be refused:
a) That the defendant will abscond
b) That the defendant will interfere with
witnesses

lead them to ‘suicide’.
In Iris‘ case she was allowed two half

hour periods of exercise at irregular
times each day. While the other prisoners
exercised together, Iris had to walk
around on her own in a narrow space
fenced off from the rest of the yard and
topped with barbed wire. Three cameras
watched her movements, as well as three
screws. In a letter to a member of the
FREEDOM collective Iris wrote, “It

c) That the defendant will commit further
offences
d) That it is necessary for their own
protection

It can be seen from the general account
of the case how these points have been
interpreted in practice. It will be noted
that ‘seriousness, of the offence‘ is not
a valid reason for refusing bail under the
Act. Yet, week after week,‘ at the remand
hearings, this was the first reason given
by the police for their opposition, follow-
ed by grounds a), b) and c). From May
27th (the first court appearance of Iris
and Ronan) until September"29th every

seems that I get ‘less association the more
people there are! (By then Khloud al Mug-
ifabi and Astrid Proll were at Brixton.)
When I was by myself I was unlocked for
a further two hours in the evening to-
watch television, so I was ‘out’ for about
eight hours a day, though it was pretty
pointless as I had no-one to talk to.

"When Khloud came they stopped the
television - so as I have just explained
we had about six hours a day. Now there
is someone else here I've got about ttu-ee
hours! I just hope no-one else comes or
they might as well throw away the key.

"As far as I'm concerned, conditions
have got worse. They seem to have taken
it into their heads that I have become a_
dangerous person - I don't know why. 'I‘m
really living a Jekyll and Hyde existelnce,
I know I am a quiet kind of person, yet
they treat me like a homocidal maniac.
For example, I'm not allowed my knitting
or my typewriter in my cell, they said
that I might use them against them as dan-
gerous weapons. It's quite ridiculous,
I'm only allowed to knit and type in my
association period and as that has been
cut down so drastically, I have no time
hardly to do them. I would still like to
try to get to Holloway, I really don't see
how I can be any worse off".

In the event, Iris was released on bail
in October. That she could be simply
freed on bail after the Home Office insist-
ence that she was such a security risk
at last brought it home to the liberal re-
formers that there was something a bit
wrong here. The NCCL and Howard
league began to admit an interest in the
issue. Yet Astrid Proll remained for
almost a year in the same conditions as
Iris with her friends crying in very much
the same wilderness as Persons Unknown.
Decategorisation

In January the two remaining in Brix-
ton, Taff and Ronan were ‘decategorised‘,
that is, moved to ‘A‘ wing.
'Th-is was part of the move to ‘depoliticisq;
the case, although political beliefs re-
mained at the core of the charges. It could
also represent an attempt to isolate them
from the other maximum security pris-
oners, to prevent any further development
of solidarity. Paradoxically, conditions
deteriorated (see under ‘General‘). This
was true especially for Ronan after Taff‘s
bail finally came through

bail application was turned down on the
unsubstantiated word of the police that
these four points applied - the first not
even being a valid cause under the Act.
No evidence was produced. The magist-
rates'simply,accepted the word of the
police, reinforced by the atmosphere of
security.

By September 29th the thinness of the
police case was apparent, especially
since the failure of the identity parades
to substantiate any of the charges. As
bail was granted in one case after another
the police continued their opposition in a
variety of ways. cont. on p.17
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THE ATS is a specialist police set up in
January 1971. It was then called the Bomb
Squad. (The name changed in 1976). The
stimulus for its formation was the bomb-
ing outside the home of Robert Carr, then
Home Secretary. Originally the Squad
consisted of only four officers, under
DCI Roy Habershon, who happened to be
in charge of the local police station at
Barnet. In August 1971 the Bomb Squad
was placed on a permanent footing, under
Commander Ernest Bond. The Squad had
the responsibility for anything connected
with ‘terrorism’. This obviously leads to
some demarcation conflict with the
Special Branch.

The Bomb_Squad expanded rapidly dur-
lng the 1973 Provisional IRA bombing
campaign and by the end of the year it
had over 200 members. After that camp-
aign was over there was little for these
officers to do and some were ‘lent’ to
other units. In 1975 the current head,
Cdr James Nevill, took over. Members
of the Squad were drawn mainly from the
Special Branch and the CID. A

The Squad's methods of working com-
bine traditional police practices with pol-
itical surveillance. The latter has involv-
ed widespread raids under explosives
warrants, which were clearly information
gethering expeditions. Notebooks, person-
al mail, address books etc. were seized.
The Squad ‘s record in securing convict-
ions has been mixed. Irish people/iharged
with links with the Provisional IRA have
been convicted amid re peated statements
of excessive force, maltreatment of de-
fendants and falsification of evidence.
Against British citizens the record has
been poor. Of 12 people arrested for
involvement in the Angry Brigade (origin-
al reason for the Squad's formation) two
had the charges withdrawn for lack of
evidence, while five more were acquitted.
Again, there were indications of fabricat-
ed evidence. On iwo occasions (in I971 and
1973) charges have had to be withdrawn
after the use of agents provocateurs be-
came clear.

In autumn 1977 it was considered that
the maintenance of such a large squad,
in the absence of any bombings, was
wasteful and it was reduced to 30. In
May 1978 the public were startled by new-
spaper reports of ran extensive anarchist
,bomb conspiracy . . .
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"THEY say lightning,doecn‘t strike in the
same place twice" said the inserted stop
press in FREEDOM (vol. 39 no. 10) and
indeed the opening of the case bore an
uncanny resemblance to the events a
year previously, when Iris and Ronan
were held under the PTA in Huddersfield.
The press reports, whilst dramatic
"Bomb Material Seized in Hunt for Anar-
chists’) had no details. In fact the identit-
ies of those arrested were found out in
the same way. A friend, the same one,
happened to phone and was answered by
a strange voice, saying that they were
out and inviting him round. Well, all
intelligent revolutionaries learn from
experience and this time a lawyer was
quickly found. By the time we were des-
patching FREEDOM, on the Thursday
(2.5th), we could reveal all this (some-
thing of a scoop really! Remember you
read it first . . . ) if the reasons for it all
remained somewhat obscure.

I I .

OUTRAGEOUS
TREATMENT OF
RUSSIAN DISSIDENTS
PRIME .-IH-\ IS Ti‘-. R 1.4 mjs t >1 L t .1 umi .\' 54 rs
"Sm‘!i a i-mlizmin ufliimiari rights wriiild rterer
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— ADVERTISEMENT -

Anyone wishing to find out morn about the sin \
(Iris Mills, Ronan Bennett, Taff Ladd,

Stuart Carr, Vince Stevenson, Trevor Damon]
II Present being hold in Brixton Prison, I

thin plum contact:
"Pinon: Unknown‘, Bo: ‘I23,

Rm"! F‘°'- I32 UFID01 Street, London N1
 i

 

Within a few days, a group had come
together to mobilise support. This took a
while, as everybody was in something of
a- slate of shock. There seemed no logic
or reason behind any of it. Taff was ,
arrested; raids were going on, seemingly
randomly. It may seem a bit naive .;, after
all in other countries this sort of thing is
a fact of life and everyone could, intell-
ectually, discuss -it. But people just
weren't used to it. At its peak it was the
whole bit: shadowing in the street, myst-
erious figures with hats pulled down,
jumping on and off tube trains. Whatever
entertainment value it may have on the
other side of a television screen is rather
diminished in practice. It was the rand-
om nature of it that worried so. As far
as could be see anyone could be ickedI1» P
up and implicated - ‘Constriracvt

From
the beginning the idea of a ‘defence comm-
ittee‘ was rejected - nothing was being

cont. on p.17
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AT A TIME when 6 people are being held
in Brixton prison, charged with ‘conspir
acy with persons known and unknown‘,
it may be useful to provide a reminder
of what ‘conspiracy’ means.

The offence first appeared in law
during the reign of Edward I. It was used
extgpsively against strikers and pickets
during the nineteenth century. In 1875
the Conspiracy and Protection of Prop-
erty Act was passed, in theory to clar-
ify the situation and to distinguish bet-
ween peaceful and violent plcketing.
During this cenhiry the use of the law in
political cases lapsed for a while.
However, since the 1960s its usefulness
has been recognised again and it has
been increasingly invoked as a political
weapon.

The point of the law is that it is vague
to the point of non-existence. This means
that it can signify whatever the police
and courts choose it to. A conspiracy is
an agreement between two or more
people to do something illegal, or to do
something legal by illegal means. In
other words, the act that is agreed on
does not have to be criminal in itself.
One of the first of the recent political
cases where the law has been applied,
occurred in 1967 following an occupation
of the Greek embassy. Forty Intro people
were eventually arrested on a shifting
series of charges. When they reached
the court these included ‘conspiracy to
trespass. ' So one has the interesting
situation whereby one can receive an
indefinite prison sentence (another use-
ful aspect of the conspiracy laws) for
2 n offence which, in itself, is trivial-
, The same charge was used after an
occupation of the Sierra Leone High
Commission in 1972. On the appeal
against conviction Lord Justice Lawton
said, "an agreement to trespass is an
indictable conspiracy, no matter what
absurd results can be envisaged if pro-
secutors and judges do not use common
sense. " As so much of British law is
‘case law‘, i.e. ad hoc decisions made
by judges and then quoted as precedents,
this statement now represents the law.
Judge Lawton may hope for common
sense in its application; other members
of the law enforcement business are
more cynical.

The laws have been used on a number
of occasions since, including one in
which, due to the pattern of charges,
convictions and acquittals, a defendant
was effectiyely found guilty of conspir-
ing with himself.

This kind of paradox can be dealt with
by use of the phrase ‘with persons un-
known’, as in the present cases. Part-
icularly noteworthy political cases have
included the imprisonment of three
people during the 1972 building workers‘
strike and the ‘Angry Brigade‘ trials of
1972. Here a total of 12 people were
arrested and charged on a variety of
counts, including possession of explos-
ives and conspiracy. Two had the char-
ges against them withdrawn. Two were

tried in late 1971, Ian Purdie was acq-
uitted, Jake Prescott was sentenced to I
15 years on conspiracy but acquitted on
actual bombings. (He is still in prison).
The following year saw the trial of the -
Stoke Newington 8. Four were acquitted
on all counts and the other four were
imprisoned on conspiracy charges. (All
have since been released). Not a single
person was ever convicted for actually
committing any of the 2'7 bombings and
shootings attributed to the ‘conspiracy. ’

Ii 1|! III IF

Tqp security: Ladd, Bennett Milk arrive at Lambeth last _ g pg ,

IT IS often proudly stated that there are
no political trials in Britain. The advan-
tages of having ‘political prisoner’ status
have often been debated. At the moment
Irish prisoners are trying to achieve it.
Apparently, according to one who is in a
position to know, a certain Andrew Young,
the USA have thousands of political pris-
oners. However, we are assured that
such is not the case in Britain. Let us
examine the claim by reference to a
conspiracy trial.

During the trial of Prescott and Purdie,
Justice Melford Stevenson pointed out
"conspiracies are always hatched in
whispers . . it is, or nearly always is,
a matter of inference. " He proceeded to
draw several inferences. He commented
that politics were relevant insofar as
they may be seen to provide evidence of
motive. This, apparently, included such
hard facts as that an Angry Brigade
communique ended with the words ‘Solid-
arity, revolution and love’, and there
was a letter from Prescott in prison
signed ‘Love, solidarity and revolution. '

The Stoke Newington 8 trial followed
similar lines. It was asserted that it was
not a political trial; yet the basis of the
prosecution was that the defendants were
anarchists who "sought to attack the
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democratic structures of this society with
whose politics they disagreed. " More '
tenuous connections were produced;
Hilary Creek wasrefused bail on the
grounds that the address she gave was in
Ni and "fliers are many people of a sim-
ilar ideology living in Islinglton. " Justice
James further clarified the definition of
conspiracy as "a wink or a nod, without
a word being spoken. "

So this gives an idea of how a compr-
acy trial works. The pattern is being
repeated now. The defendants are held
under rigid conditions. The police carry
out a series-of raids and seize, in m.rt-
icular, address books. The evidence
then largely consists of a range of ‘in-
ferences’, i.e. insinuations amounting
to little more titan that the defendants
know eachother and are radical. ‘An

atmosphere of tension is created. In
addition, some ‘hard’ evidence is iro-
duced - guns, weedkiller, wiring or
whatever. (But remember that despite
the arsenal produced in the Stoke New-
ington trial, in the end the convictions
were for conspiracy).
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It can be seen that the conspiracy laws I
are very useful for the state. -They can
be used. against almost anybody. Togeth-
er with other neat pieces of legislation,
such as the Official Secrets Act, the
Prevention of Terrorism Acts, the
Criminal Law Act, etc., they [rovide
the British shts with a particularly
impressive battery of catchali laws.
No other European country; I1" 3 °°"5."'

i fiiracy law. I S ,.
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THE’ way the press handled the case is
instructive. Most of the time they didn't
handle it at all, occasionally they went
overboard. Remember that for most
members of the public (including potent-
ial jurors) this is what has coloured their
impressions.
BOMB MATERIAL SEIZED IN HUNT
FOR ANARCHISTS (Daily Telegrag,
25:11 May)

This is typical; notice how ‘anarchists’
are legitimate targets for a ‘hunt’.
YARD HUNT FOR MORE BOMBERS
(Evening News)

No question but that those held were
‘bombers’. In fact the original stories
were obviously rewritten police handouts.
There were no actual fact:s given. Just
a series of assertions.

By the next day ‘human interest‘ was
being dragged in. As there were no facts
to be had, anyone who could give a quote
was questioned.
"I KNEW GIRL AT ‘BOMB FLAT‘ -
Actress" (Elly Exfiess-)
E:9AC')I‘RESS IN ‘BOMB-BEDSIT' SHOCK"

un

The ‘act:ress‘ was the person who
owned the flat. She is, of course, entirely
irrelevant.

Over entirely pertinent points, culled
from neighbours, were that the man was
"pleasant, with a soft accent and not a
hippy type", the woman (girl in the rep-
ort) w'as "atl:ractive" “with long dark
hair". It was established that they had
annoyed some neighbours by feeding
pigeons.

This is the total unearthed by the full
investigative might of Fleet Street.
Not at all chastened by this fact, full play
was made of ‘bomb’, ‘bombers‘, ‘terror’,
‘anarchist’. The first paper to actually
print their names was FREEDOM.

Next we had the dramatic television
flash (May 27th) about a bomb-laden car
not to be approached on any account. This
was taken up by the papers the next day.
HUNT FOR CAR FULL or BOMBS
@131)
BOMB CAR HUNT IN LONDON
(@111 Telegag)
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Only The Guardian (3/6) carried a
small paragraph: ‘Wanted Car Found
Dumped‘.

Taff ‘s arrest was covered similarly
(June 5th):
ARRESTS FOIL BLAST PLAN (EveniI_1_g_
Standard) -
TERROR SQUAD DETAIN MAN IN FLAT
(Daily Te legragi)
MAN ON BOMB PLOT CHARGE (Guardian)

After the hearing (the "idealistic per --
sons “ etc one):
BOMB CHARGE _. TWO DRAGGED
SCREAMING FROM DOCK (Telegraph)

ANARCHIST PLOT. COURT IN UPROAR
(Elly Exgess)

Even more damning:
BOMB PAIR FACE MORE CHARGES
(_G_u_ardian, June 9th)

No trace of doubt here. They are ‘Bomb
Pair‘.

The Guardian did try its liberal best '
a bit later (June 28th) with one of the
clumsiest headlines of all:
ALLEGED TERRORISTS GET SUPPORT

That, believe it or not, reports the
setting up of Persons Unknown.

On July 6th, out of nowhere, after a
media blanket, the Daily Mail carried an
intriguing piece: "
YARD SQUAD HUNT FOR TERROR
GANG

According to this story, "Four terror-
ists thought to be planning attacks on
Establishment targets are being hunted
throughout Britain".

Now consider the state of mind of the
person in the street. They have already
been fed a series of insituations about
‘anarchist bomb plot‘. This new story
must be very plausible. But! The police
are on top of it. “A possible connection
with the Baader-Meinhof gang has been
investigated". Certainly this adds to the
atmosphere, but what does it mean

"Home secretary Merlyn Rees is being
kept closely informed". Ditto

The question is, why does the Mail and
no other mner suddenly an intei-‘=3?’

'0;-"

next day:
GUN HAUL SEIZED IN LONDON
Qgvenig Standard). This was the raid
on 'I‘rev‘s fla .

After this, nothing. We shouldn't really
expect much more from the national press.
But just mark the atmosphere that has
been created. Only the ever diligent police
m‘otect us from the bombers/plotters/
t’:errorists/anarchists. -

Police behaviour with respect to raids
and the remand hearings was totally ignor-
ed, except for a photo in The Guardian
(10/8) claiming that the securit'§ was 55¢-
ause of the Iraqis, who had begun to
appear. It had, of course, been there for
weeks.

The collapse of the police case was also
ignored, except for a couple of mentions
of the lD parades. Now that The Guardian
has started to report the jury-‘vetting, it
mentions ‘alleged anarchists‘. (Alleged
indeed! - but this is the Guardian being
liberal. They no doubt think it's Better
than ‘self-confessed’. But notice how a
anarchism is still something to be accus-
ed of, rather than proud of). According
to the report (15/8) by David Leigh, who
certainly knows better, “the six face
robbery charges". Bullshit, they face
conspiracy to rob charges, which is very
far from the same thing.

And nowhere do they mention that, a
year ago, there was a vast bomb plot
which has since disappeared.

But perhaps we-should expect no better
-from Fleet Street. We did expect more
from the left. Obviously the anarchist
press all gave extensive coverage. So 3
did People's News Service, Newsline,
Time Out and The Leveller. fig Flame
printed one go 6r than that
the support group had to apP1Y 1199-VY
pressure (even to threats of occupation
of their offices) to get any mention at all.

For an account of the policy of delib-
erate media manipulation, as revealed
in such publications as Army Land QEr-
ations Manual and the report of the Instit-
ute for Cofiflict Studies, see The Tech‘n-
ology of Political Control by Ackroyd,
Margolis, Rosenhead and Shallice and
the new Persons Unknown pamgiilet.

PAMPHLETPAMPHLETPAMPHLET
A new publicationis available from
Persons Unknown. About 60 jnges, includ-
ing graphics. Price 40p.(a-15p postage)
from Box 123, 182 Upper St. London
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AT the pre -trial review on August 10th
an application was made and granted for
vetting of the jury. This is the first time
the practice has been openly applied for.
Indeed, it was completely unheard of until
it emerged that the jury in the ABC Offic-
ial Secrets trial last year had been
screened for ‘loyalty’. The revelation
caused widespread concern and in the
wake f this it was admitted that jury-
vettifg had been used 25 times since
1975. At that time guidelines for vetting
were drawn up by the Attorney General,
Home Secretary and Director of Public
Prosecutions. The reason given was the
current IRA bombing campaign. Only one
example is known before 1975 (an espion-
age case). Since then the cases have
included 11 of serious crime (where
Criminal Records Office records only
were used) and 14 of a political nature
(l2 IRA and two Official Secrets, where
both CID and Special Branch records
were involved). In the present case, for
the first time, local CID are to ‘discreetly’
make inquiries about potential jurors’
associates. S

This is obviously disttu-bing news.
There will be a mnel of jurors, probably
about 80. (The reason for this vagueness
will become apparent in a moment). The
prosecution have the opportunity to; i
reject any who, on the basis of extensive
enquiries, they consider unsuitable. The
situation for the defence is somewhat more
restricted. For one thing they have the
right to only three challenges, compared
with the prosecution's unlimited number.
Their access to information is obviously
less extensive. In this case there is the
unprecedented concessionof a private
detective, mid for by order of the court!
This is to be balanced against the full
resources of the national police force.

So there we have the position on August
10th. The list of potential jurors would
be provided, and there were then five
weeks during which the prosecution would
use its resources to rule out those it
considered unsuitable and the defence had
the facilities of a private detective to sort
out which three itliked least or disliked
most or whatever.

Except as our review goes to press,
more than two weeks later and exactly
three weeks before the start of the trial -

- the defence have not yet received the
jury list.
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The first to ne'nau.ed was 'I‘rev (Sept.
29th). It was evident that the respectabil-
ity of his home background was the decid-
ing factor between his case and that of
Vince. (Under the conditions of his bail he
had to live with his parents). Yet the
cases against the two were essentially
the same. If anything that against Trev
was stronger, -as the police claimed to
have found firearms in his flat.

When Iris was granted bail (Oct 26th)
the police repeated their claim that she
would interfere with witnesses. To back
this up they said one witness had received
a threatening phone call from a man with
an Australian accent. How Iris was supp-
osed to have done withis from the maxim-
um wing of Brixton prison, let alone
how she managed the double sex change
operation, was not disclosed.

Vince finally received bail on Dec. llth.
In all these cases the conditions were
stringent, involving high sureties
(£20, 000, £10, 000, £16, 000 respectively),
curfews and daily reporting to the police
station. Later, after ’decategorisation‘
in prison these were eased.

Police opposition to Taff‘s- bail was
intense. At the hearing (Dec.2lst) the
DPP representative, Barry McGirl,
asserted that Taff had close links with
West Germany and therefore was likely
to abscond. As he had been deported
from there in 1977 and banned from ret-
urning, this did not seem likely. McGirl
then brought up an ‘escape attempt’
Taff had made. This tmtned out to consist
of having broken away from the police for
a few steps while visiting a hospital.
(Taff has suffered from chronic enteritis
throughout). Bail was granted, but as one
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to Brixton until Jan. 2nd, when she could
sign the necessary papers. Responsibility
for vetting sureties lies with the police.
Accordingly, the other surety was mean-
time visited by the ATS and told she was
unacceptable. When the second surety A
returned from holiday the ATS visited her
home and attempted>to bring pressure
throughher husband. It was said that if
Taff were released he would carry out
bombings and shoot innocent citizens.
"Don’t you think it's significant that both
‘the sureties are women. Whyis your
wife standing bail. What is her relation-
ship to Ladd Don't you have any control
over your wife “ After seceral more
weeks a replacement‘ for the first surety
was found and Taff was freed on March
lst.

The question of Ronan‘s bail was even
more fraught.As mentioned, at the hear-
ing on March 23rd McClellan, against
the regulations, slipped in a mention of
Long Kesh. The Recorder, George Shind-
ler, refused bail on the grounds of the
‘Irish connection‘. "There are associat-
ions and there are dangers. We cannot have
a man disappearing over the water".
Bail was refused. By implication any
Irish persons charged with any offence
could be refused bail. Ronan was finally
given bail on August 16th, after 15 months’
imprisonment. This is to enable him to
prewre-his defence. He has three weeks
to do so.

Stew's case has always been somewhat
separate. He was charged with specific
cases of robbery and according to the
police made ‘substantial admissions’.
However, these charges were dropped in
the indictment, so the position of these

of his sureties was away he was returned '9-dm‘59i°"5' is unclear - He is sun in
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defended. The early work consisted of
getting out press statements, coordinating
visits and collecting money. Visits were
difficult, people were understandably
wary of putting their names forward for
police vetting (necessary for Cat A),
Everyone knew what ‘vetting’ meant, But
things like that became accepted, though
there was a renewed upsurge of paranoia
when Vince was snatched in the treeton
his way to a support group meeting.

The group arranged pickets of Brixton,
a demonstration outside Paddington Green
and weekly attendance at the remand hear-
ings, followed by press statements which
were delivered by hand around Fleet St
that afternoon. This was discom-aging, as
the press-were only interested in dramatic
headlines.Their version of what might be
called dramatic differed from ours.We' i
throught that the swamping of a South Lon-
don district with armed police (seemingly
from the Traffic Division) would merit at
least a mention.Ap1nrently not». The "left"
press was little better.It needed heavy
pressure --to get most of it to even mention
the story. -

In the way of these things the Support
Group made stirring demands, "Scrap the
Conspiracy Laws, the PTA and the ATS":
But we all knew that this was unrealistic. A
The State needs these things. The work of
the group was more prosaic.It fell into
three areas, support (moral, legal etc.) for

 
the prisoners, publicity and investigation
(of the use of the ATS etc.)

What have been the acheivements of the
Support Camgnign and what lessons can be
learnt from the experience'iWell, it provid-
ed support, and without false modesty this
is essential. "Solidarity" may be "a word
overused to the point of cliche but that do-
esn't reduce its importance. This aspect
is itself enough to justify the campaign.

The other major work of the campaign
was in publicity and here the record is m .
more patchy. There are a number of reas-
ons for this.The press, hofla national and
"left" just weren't interested, which meant
that things were thrown back on the resou-
rces of the anarchist movement, which,
frankly, weren't enough. Co-ordination with-
in the group itself was also lacking at tim-
es.All that can be said is that we learn by
experience. p

' A c_onstant tightrope to be walked was
the balance between being a straight supp-
ort group and a political campaign. Obvio-
usly the two cannot be neatly separated. No
one likes to sully their hands in legalisms,
equally, we didn't want any matyrs. This -‘
point was a source of tension in the group.
In any future event (god forbid) this will
have to be worked out early. ~
(as a purely personal comment, I think that
it is an unrealistic argument. The respon-
sibility of the support group is help get the
people off. This is a political point in it-
self. Others can be made along the way)


